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EDITOR’S LETTER

f there is one way to describe this year

so far ,

then I think I would characterize it
as unruly...maybe even a little rambunctious.
Then again, don’t we always work, each
day, inside of a carefully controlled chaos—
individuals fixed in the eye of the storm? But,
this is where we thrive. While the economy
stirs with uncertainty, policy fluctuations, and
market volatility, and the climate becomes
more and more unpredictable, prudent
instincts take on new priority and beg us to
look at the challenges of 2019 and beyond
in new and inspired ways. If there is
anything I know with complete certainty,
it is that change is the only constant. These
are lessons and insights I have continued to
learn and that endure, especially in this issue
of The Snack Magazine.

In addition, we bring you stories that are driving the future
of companies like Superfresh Growers®. Sustainability has
become a marketing term and an industry buzzword—
bringing attention to the concept but also diluting it for
many. What does it really mean at the level of values and
execution for a company like Superfresh? If you ask Tyler
Weinbender, he will tell you that he lives and breathes in
this vein, and it is far from an ambiguous concept for
him. Sustainability is a way of life.
David Ollivier of Western Veg-Produce is
looking beyond today’s horizon for the values
that will set him and his team apart. The
story begins with a 25-year look back into the
company’s origin story as a lens through which
to move forward. David and his team join us
in this issue, to discuss their journey, how they
arrived, and why they stay.

“Every day, we’re faced with a new challenge to which we
must quickly read and react to,” Chris Keetch, Director of
Produce and Floral for GIANT Food Stores, LLC, tells me
in this issue. This is a familiar phrase for many—tied to a
continuously reactive-proactive mindset as we work to get
ahead. I love this passion. This is an industry that does not
scream routine. And neither do the stories in this issue.

Also in this issue, we bring you voices from across the
industry including produce vet Bob DiPiazza as well as
Teri Gibson of Peri & Sons. In addition, Daniel Mueller of
Volm Companies graces us with his story, and Nelia Alamo
of Renaissance Food Group, Delbert Bland of Bland Farms,
and Gelson’s Markets’ John Savidan draw us in with their
insights and reflections on what matters most to them.

Chef Ryan Scott is one of those individuals who thrives
inside a state of what many may perceive as lawlessness, but
the perception is far from reality. He is a detail-oriented
chef who becomes more meticulous the more balls there
are to juggle—as if the heightened potential for entropy
creates the ingredients for a more productive mind space.
But, if there is one thing I learn listening to Ryan, it is that
the days are long, but the years are short. And he dives into
that here in this 40th edition.

I may sound like a broken record, but there is so much
more to share in this letter—and never enough room! Not
even close. In the mood for a little more fun and some
insights to enrich your day? Take a beat and talk with us, or
if you are like me, just sit back, relax, and let the stories roll
off the page.

Kim Andreason from Jason’s Deli also joins us in this issue.
Some people wear their heart and passions on their sleeve,
and Kim is one of those inspiring individuals. Her honesty
and openness to the trials and tribulations of the path that
brought her here allow an authentic story to form before
the words themselves ever hit the page. There is a joy that
comes in telling a story with an industry member like her,
and we hope you get a taste of that joy here.

Jordan Okumura
Editor in Chief
AndNowUKnow and The Snack

2005 Capitol Ave., Sacramento CA 95811
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Chris Keetch, Director of Produce and Floral,
found himself on this path from the start. With dirt
on his boots and a mind to take on the retail space,
his journey has been an exciting one that spans more
than two decades, with so much more to come...
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By Kayla Webb

he formula for gro ing an apple
is pretty simple. I’m no expert, but it seems like a healthy amount of sunshine, water,
and time does just the trick. Growing an apple that consumers actually want to eat and
that retailers want to stock, on the other hand, is a whole different formula but one
that Superfresh Growers® has down pat. While its ingredient list doesn’t stray far from
nature’s own, Superfresh Growers’ commitment to sustainability is its recipe for not only
a successful, category-leading apple crop, but for pears, cherries, and apricots, too.
“Superfresh Growers has always put sustainability and conservation on a pedestal. Everyone who works
here is conscious of our impact on the environment,” Tyler Weinbender, Packaging and Art Manager,
shares with me. “When I first started working for Superfresh Growers, maybe two weeks into it, I was
walking between a bin pile at lunch on my way out for a run and came across Robert Kershaw picking
up trash that had blown against the bins. That was eye-opening for me. You often hear about people
preaching what they don’t practice, yet here’s the CEO of our company picking up garbage with no one
around to see him do it.”

Tyler Weinbender and Flor
Maldonado, Farm Special
Operations, in a Superfresh
Growers orchard

While our conversation is only in the beginning
stages, Tyler and I have already turned to one of the
sources of Superfresh Growers’ pride, and rightfully
so. You don’t become an apple of Washington’s eye
without setting a precedent or two, and Superfresh
Growers has more than set a precedent in the
Evergreen State. For 125 years and counting, the
grower, packer, and shipper has developed an
operation that nurtures every facet of its being, from
the land it grows on to each and every employee
furthering its mission, and proudly declaring, “We are
the Force Behind Fresh®.”
“Being smart about water usage, land preservation,
material management, and our employees’ own
wellbeing ensures that we’ll be able to grow fruit for
years to come. We like to work in tune with nature,
always growing with our eyes on tomorrow,” Tyler
says.
It was this dedication to a successful tomorrow that
first drew Tyler to Superfresh Growers’ orchards in
2016. While he was born into produce—his mother’s
side of the family has been farming row crops in
Eastern Washington for over a century—Tyler’s

background is in creativity,
which he believes can be applied to all
aspects of life…and produce!
“I grew up disking corn fields, raking hay, and
distilling mint oil during the summer alongside my
cousins. Ironically, I used to trespass on one of the
Superfresh Growers Granny Smith orchards to get
to and from my grandparent’s house—I didn’t tell
them that during my interview,” Tyler jokes. “Working
on a farm helped me to see both the hardships of a
negative year and the blessings of a successful one,
and that’s something that stays in my mind every
morning that I walk through the door at Superfresh
Growers. Knowing that I can play a role in helping a
grower and their family have a successful year fuels my
creativity.”
But creativity doesn’t start and end with just Tyler—
although he does have an abundance of the stuff. The
entirety of the Superfresh Growers team has practice
with getting imaginative to innovate the company’s
operations and meet sustainability initiatives. In 2018
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e like to ork
in tune ith
nature, al ays
gro ing
ith
our eyes on
tomorro .
-Tyler Weinbender,
Packaging & Art Manager,
Superfresh Growers®
alone, this included technology, key
investments, and better practices
put in place to start Superfresh
Growers’ next harvest—that of its
new crop of organic apples and
pears in July—off right.
“We are passionate about preserving
our agricultural investments for
generations to come. We reduce
water usage to optimize this bountiful
resource we enjoy in the Pacific
Northwest. We minimize agro-chemical
inputs so that we can soften our impact on
the land and protect the biodiverse ecosystem
that thrives in our conventional and organic
orchards,” Tyler explains. “Superfresh Growers
reduces our plastic usage in as many places as
possible, from removing plastic twine and bin liners
to designing innovative packaging. We invest in
solar energy, and we constantly work to eliminate
waste from the orchards to the grocery shelf. All of
these efforts are rewarding for everyone involved.”
As a California valley girl through and through,
experiencing the Pacific Northwest’s mountainous
terrain for the first time was a culture shock for my
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eyes. But where there are mountains, there is snow,
and where there is snow, there is a natural source
of water come spring. For Superfresh Growers, this
natural source runs off of the Cascade Mountains
in the form of snowmelt.

speed—all of which help the company better
manage canopy conditions, pests, disease, frost risk,
and water optimization. The stations also meet
Superfresh Growers’ goal to invest in renewable
energy and solar.

“Though water is plentiful in the Pacific Northwest,
Superfresh Growers takes multiple steps to regulate
its use and ensure we respect the water that flows
through our land,” Tyler tells me.

“We enjoy 300 days of sunshine a year here in
Central Washington and, as a result, have invested
in rooftop solar panels. We have started with 300
solar panels located on the large, elevated flat roofs
of our controlled atmosphere and packing facilities,
which are ideal for capturing the power of the sun.
In fact, we are the first in Washington to have them
on top of a controlled atmosphere facility. We plan
to expand to produce hundreds of kilowatts per
year,” Tyler says.

This has culminated in Superfresh Growers
adopting the practice of relying on drip irrigation,
which Tyler emphasizes cuts water usage by 60
percent when compared to overhead sprinklers.
The grower’s team also monitors local soil moisture
levels in order to apply water only to areas thirsting
for it. As a result, Superfresh Growers has saved
millions of gallons of water annually, with some
orchards, like those near the Walla Walla River,
only using 75 percent of its water rights.
On top of that, the company has converted
90 percent of its packing lines to meet organic
certification requirements. This even included
lines that pack non-organic fruit, which means
any chemical applications used at Superfresh
Growers’ packing facilities are organic certified
and have a low impact on the earth. In addition,
the company relies on the land’s natural predators
(lacewing, ladybugs, spiders, and parasitic wasps)
for its pest control—a process known as integrated
pest management (IPM) that minimizes the use of
insecticides and other harmful chemicals.

As fall slowly approaches, all of these practices
place Superfresh Growers in a sweet spot for
prepping for the harvest of its new crop of organic
apples and pears.
“Superfresh Growers is proud to be one of the
leaders in the sustainable production of the finest

Superfresh Growers also targets waste reduction.
As part of this goal, the grower has implemented a
pilot that outlines ways of decreasing plastic use by
transitioning from plastic twine to bamboo poles
to support new tree growth and removing poly bag
liners from orchard apple bins. Already, the pilot
has removed six miles of plastic per acre across the
grower’s orchards and, eventually, the company
aims to remove a total of five tons of plastic from
Superfresh Growers’ properties.
The pilot also includes solar-powered stations
set up within Superfresh Growers’ orchard
blocks. These stations evaluate soil moisture, soil
temperature, ambient air temperature, weather,
solar radiation, humidity, and wind direction and
Tyler Weinbender and Alex Fickes, Warehouse
Operations Manager, in one of Superfresh
Growers’ sustainable packing facilities
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apples, pears, and cherries in the world. We are the
largest grower of organic pears in the Northwest and
continue to increase our acreage of organic apples,”
Tyler notes.
With big plans always in the works at Superfresh
Growers, I ask Tyler if there are a few he can disclose
to tide us over until the official apple and pear season
begins.
“Oh man, we have some really cool stuff coming down
the pipeline. Of course, I can’t share them yet, though.
Probably the best part of my role at Superfresh
Growers is having the freedom (and encouragement)
to explore new ideas, regardless of how impractical
or far-fetched they might seem. Trust me, I’ve had
some silly ideas. Just last year, we were exploring a new
packaging concept using paper, but that ultimately
didn’t flesh out past the testing phase. However, we
learned a lot from that project, and we’ve already
applied that knowledge to several other packaging
ideas—including one that looks like it’ll make it to
market,” Tyler reveals.
Leave it to Superfresh Growers to already have a
solution to one of our industry’s—no, the world’s—
most imminent problems: disposing of plastic
packaging. But, again, Superfresh Growers has long
helped to set the curve on what it means to be a
sustainable and successful force in produce—a role
that I don’t doubt it will continue to fulfill for another
century and a half.
As we wrap up our conversation, I can’t help but feel
like Tyler is keeping some news to himself, so I once
again ask him what the industry can expect from
Superfresh Growers in the next year or so.
“Later, in 2020, we’ll be launching a new brand for
all our organic fruit. Our entire packaging suite for
organics is being redesigned with an emphasis on
recyclability. In a couple more years, you’ll see some
exciting new stuff from us in the realm of flavor and
innovation. I’ll leave it at that!” Tyler concludes.
What makes a true category leader is a fearlessness
when it comes to change, and Superfresh Growers has
all the makings of a leader. Just from what I’ve gleaned
from Tyler, it’s clear that Superfresh Growers is ready
and able to lead the next generation of sustainable
growers, thanks to a formula that extends beyond
apples, pears, cherries, apricots, and blueberries—a
formula so advanced it almost makes me wonder if
there’s something in that clear Washington water.
Water or not, all I have to say is: Look out, world;
Superfresh Growers is here.
Alex Fickes carrying a box of
Superfresh Growers® apples
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VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Y
Nelia Alamo

Vice President of
Communications,
Renaissance Food Group

ou would think that cultivating a constructive and
enriching company culture is a no-brainer, but
not every company is, shall we say, enlightened—
something I can attest to with past positions set amidst
a seemingly endless sea of gray cubicles. A company
could attempt to conform to the same old norms, but celebrating
what makes it unique is far more rewarding. Renaissance Food
Group (RFG) is one forward-thinking company that understands
how corporate culture and marketing go hand-in-hand, and it
acts on that belief by building a strong culture base and using
that unique formula to influence its in-house marketing decisions.
I was lucky enough to speak with Nelia Alamo, Vice President
of Communications for RFG, who explained to me the value of
investing in a strong company ethos.
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Maggie Mead:
With so many
marketing
strategies to choose
from, why has RFG
gone down the in-house
marketing path, and why
is it so important?

MM: What makes RFG’s
corporate culture
unique?

Nelia ALamo:

At RFG, we prioritize in-house
marketing as a vehicle for positively impacting our
company culture. Supporting, promoting, and effectively
communicating our core values in a transparent manner
with the team fosters trust and dedication among our
employees. That comes through how we go to market
and differentiates our program and product. This trust
and dedication is an aspect we strive for in all our
operations and an area of personal development that we
invest our time and energy in regularly.

NA:

RFG is a fun place to work! Our office is strategically
designed with an open layout that promotes idea-sharing
and collaboration. From the brightly painted walls to the
oversized produce images that line the perimeter, we
believe creating a space where people feel welcome
and inspired helps drive our company mission to create
really good food. While we cannot speak to others in
the market, we are proud to work in an engaging and
fulfilling environment.

MM: Why is corporate
culture so important
to RFG, and how does
it necessitate in-house
marketing?
NA:

We pride ourselves on corporate culture and
make a point to share and celebrate our successes with
the RFG family via that in-house marketing I spoke
of earlier. Highlighting the many great people who
work hard every day to execute projects and drive
RFG’s accomplishments is just one way we incorporate
our innovative culture into daily activities. Our team
is constantly looking at ways to improve in-house
communication and use our marketing expertise to share
the RFG story.

MM: What is different
about the way that
RFG approaches
marketing?
NA:

We view ourselves as unique in many respects, and
our marketing strategy is no different. A large portion
of our business supports private label programs, and so
we view our marketing team as an extension of the sales
team. We accomplish this by working to identify trends
and providing sales material and guidance to ensure
customer success. Being in the value-added space,
our marketing team understands consumer demand
for healthy, convenient products, so we strive to sell
time back to our consumers by providing the freshest
products available. In today’s age, the gift of time is a
rare gift for many. As a company of individuals who have
many families of our own, we understand that concept
and value it greatly.

“...we will continue to seek ways to enrich people’s
lives by providing quality, convenient, and healthy
products...”
– Nelia Alamo, Vice President of Communications, Renaissance Food Group
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MM: What are the unique
challenges when it
comes to marketing
inside the company
rather than outside it?
NA:

While in-house and outside marketing are equally
important, we know every employee on our team is
also a consumer, and at RFG, we aim to create brand
ambassadors through in-house marketing. We believe
that if our employees take pride in the products we
create and the value we deliver, their loyalty will span
beyond the walls of our office. RFG has a storied history
that is part of our marketing narrative, and we know how
important it is for both employees and end-consumers
to be inspired by our company culture and dedication to
fresh.

NA:

MM: In what ways
are you embracing
innovation at RFG?
NA:

Innovation is one of our core values and as such, we
challenge ourselves as free thinkers who strive to be first
to the table with new ideas and products. At RFG, we are
inspired to take risks in order to meet the ever-changing
culture of eating and offer food we are proud to serve to
our own families.

MM: How do the
company’s core values
affect your approach
to production and
marketing?

MM: How do you see this
approach influencing
RFG over the next five
years?

Quality, innovation, values, and family encompass
who we are. We carefully evaluate new products and
marketing strategies to ensure they align with each pillar
of our core values.

NA:

At RFG, we will continue to seek ways to enrich
people’s lives by providing quality, convenient, and
healthy products that effortlessly fit today’s on-the-go
lifestyle. The food climate is changing not only from a
flavor profile, but also in terms of how we view food as
fuel, shop for food using technology, cook food at home,
and make calculated food choices when eating out. Our
commitment to innovation means we will evolve and
adapt our processes and products to remain relevant and
on-trend in this dynamic environment.

RFG’s success through cultivating a positive corporate
culture and applying that approach to its marketing
practices is inspiring. Not all companies take an
employee-centric view—to their own detriment! Nelia’s
comments paint a picture of the future of RFG, driven
by a focus on a progressive corporate culture and
transforming that which makes the company unique into
marketing success. For companies not headed in this
direction, it may be time to consider a change.
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Wholesome Heroes
represents individuals who are
making a positive impact in their
community through their work,
volunteer efforts, or health and
wellness initiatives.

RAINIER ® FRUIT CELEBRATES WHOLESOME HEROES

Gino Tarquinio
Senior Fresh Produce Buyer, McAneny Brothers, Inc.

YEARS IN PRODUCE

40

WHAT MAKES Gino A
WHOLESOME HERO?
Gino understands that good
business is all about relationships.
He doesn’t think about his
vendors or customers as business
opportunities; he thinks about them
as friends. After more than 40 years
in the produce industry, Gino has
seen it all, but what really matters
are the people you meet.

1

Starting out

2

The Changing Marketplace

3

Finding the Work-Life
Balance

4

Technology

5

Advice to others starting
out in produce

6

Takeaways for Real Life
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YEARS WITH McAneny
Brothers

FAVORITE PRODUCE ITEM

16

Lettuce

4
1

In the 1970s, markets were very
different. Gino started out in
high school working at a small,
independent market. He moved
around to every department and
learned it all—but fell in love with
produce.

2

When Gino started out, cashiers needed
to take math tests—scanners weren’t
in stores yet. Gino recalls working as
a broker at the terminal market in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, with 40 to 50
vendors who were specialists in a handful
of commodities. As the years went by,
the smaller companies folded up and the
larger ones expanded into full-line houses.

“Years ago things were so different, but
it wasn’t really that long ago. It’s good
and bad. On one hand, you can work
from anywhere as long as you have a
laptop, but the downside is that you
have your phone with you 24/7 and
you’re always plugged in.”

5

“It’s a people business. Meet as many people
as you can in the industry. Go to conventions.
Network. You’re going to need everything
that you can absorb. Align yourself with
people who you think are doing the right
thing. Really get to know the people you’re
doing business with—go meet them; have
dinner with them. Through thick and thin,
stick with those people. I feel fortunate to
work with the McAneny family. You won’t
find a better first-generation family business
anywhere—when you sign on here you
become a member of the family.”

3 6

Talking to Gino, you can tell how much
he loves his wife of 42 years, Isabella, and
his four daughters. Back in ’96, Gino was
working long hours and loving his job,
but his oldest daughter was graduating
from high school, and he felt like he had
missed out on her high school years. He
made the decision and found another job
that allowed more regular hours, so he
could be the father he wanted to be.

There’s no reason to get crazy or get
mad about things. Stuff happens.
Shipments are late. It’s not the end of
the world. In Gino’s words, “We’re all
trying to do the right thing, and we do
the best we can. Nobody is trying to do
the wrong thing. Understand this and
your stress level goes down, and you
can build understanding.”

ALL

SUMMER

ONE

GROWER

ALL

ORGANIC
Apples, Pears, Cherries & Blueberries 509-697-6131

Selah, Washington rainierfruit.com

WESTERN
VEG-PRODUCE

Bringing

Best

of
the

One

of the greatest
challenges of sitting
down to write
someone’s story is fitting the
pieces together in a way that
brings the vibrant, passionate
picture together, hopefully lifting
off the page and taking on a life
of its own. In the case of Western
Veg-Produce (WVP), the image is
bright, fun, and is a cornucopia of
people and produce.

Anyone who’s delved into
puzzling knows to start with
the edges. For WVP, these are
a few key voices that represent
its past, present, and future:
Founder and CEO David Ollivier;
his longtime Sales Leaders Dennis
Slater; Roger Privett; and Ross
Kirkorian; his son Grayson Ollivier;
and third-generation strawberry
grower Bobby Jones.
“We just started growing and
doing different things, building
and building up,” David tells me as
he looks back to the beginnings
of his Bakersfield, Californiabased operations. “I’d grown
up in farming. My dad was an
agricultural water engineer. I was
driving tractors before I had a
driver’s license.”
A string of serendipitous events
and a strong entrepreneurial
spirit found David calling a former

Out
the

West
By Melissa De Leon

sales associate, Bud Crow, about
opening a branch of his business,
Veg-Pro, on the West Coast.
“It’s been a lot of fun.” A grin
spreads across David’s face as
he takes me from his office to
meet the sales team. Maps—new
and seasoned—decorate the
walls, and men—also new and
seasoned—criss-cross each other,
fluidly moving between razzing
one another and making sales
calls.
It’s clear immediately that every
member is a core piece of the
WVP puzzle, with Dennis, Roger,
and Ross helping hold together
their areas of the greater picture—
each of their stories brings
together how the diversity of
Western Veg-Produce’s offerings
came to be.

CARROTS
The first few times I interviewed
David in my produce career, we
talked carrots—the debut product
of a portfolio that now spans 40plus categories.
“We started out with just me, and
then Dennis came on board,”
David explains of those first days.
The business started in 1994 as
a marketing arm for growers in

Kern County, California, where
Dennis began as, and remains
today, WVP’s main carrot man.
“Carrots have been my specialty
for the last 35 years or so,” Dennis
recalls. “I went to work at Kern
Ridge in 1984; I was just a child
with no clue what I was getting
into. But this has been a great
deal to get into and joining this
team came at just the right time.”
Since then, the company has
grown into a large network
of growers and strategic
partnerships across North
America.

GRAPES
“About 20 years ago, we started in
a small strawberry deal and, as we
kept growing out, Ross came on
board,” David tells me.
Ross had moved back to
Bakersfield from New York City
in 2001. He’d always known David,
who asked upon his return if
he was interested in joining the
group to start promoting table
grapes.
“I have been with Western Veg
for over 15 years, and the rest
is history,” Ross shares. “My
background has been in
table grapes since I
was a young boy.
My family owned
a full table grape
operation, El
Rancho farms in
Arvin, California,
and we have been
marketing my family’s
grapes along with
a few others since
I joined. I really
understand the

—Ross Kirkorian
Sales Lead, Grapes,
Western Veg-Produce

field-level and know how packing
schedules will go, along with
being able to size up a crop. That
experience and knowledge of all
the other growers in the industry
is a big help. I have a lot of friends
who grew up doing the same
thing—it is hard at times to deal
with friends. You don’t always get
what you want in this industry.
But it can be a lot of fun.”
Ross shares that he in turn has
learned a lot being a part of the
Western Veg-Produce team.
“We all get along very well and
have been together for some
time,” he says. “Everybody
here has a certain specialty
item that they concentrate
on and everybody helps each
other if need be. WVP does
everything from strawberries and
grapes to carrots, vegetables,
turnips, onions...we even have a
vegetable/fruit juice specialist.”

STRAWBERRIES
While this category has been on
Western Veg-Produce’s books
since the beginning, a recent
deal made strawberries one of
the company’s most prominent
offerings almost overnight.
“This last year we took on
a big program and we
went from about 150
acres of strawberries to
upward of 1,500. So, we
went from 1 million to 10
million-plus boxes, which
was really something,”
Roger explains. He has
been with the company
from the beginning, always
in strawberries, which
means his job has gotten
a bit busier in the
past several months.

David Ollivier explains Western
Veg-Produce’s game plan for the
season at his office in Bakersfield,
California
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“It’s exciting; it has evolved to
establishing relationships
with all the big strawberry
buyers, and now we are in
about every single state as
far as our reach.”

“There is so much to
this that you can
come in and think you
know, but there’s
always something
new to learn.”
—Grayson Ollivier,
Sales, Western
Veg-Produce

“I was born a thirdgeneration strawberry
farmer, and I’m growing
the strawberries Western
Veg-Produce is marketing.”
Bobby Jones says it simply,
but the fact is he is part of a
legacy. “My grandfather’s ranch
is where the first strawberry
was planted in Ventura County,
California.”
The Jones family founded the
vintage berry label Bobalu, a
representation of two pioneers
in California berry growing and
the pinnacle of that familial spark
David and his team seem drawn
to.
“My grandmother started in floral
school with her sister and met this
roughneck cowboy she ended up
marrying. When she got pregnant
at 40 years old she retired
and loaned this crazy cowboy
husband of hers the money to
start farming with the proceeds
from her flower shop. Hence the
name Bobalu, for Bob and Lupe,”
Bobby shares with me.
The Bobalu brand was first boxed
in 1962 and went on strong until
1994. Now, Western Veg-Produce
is bringing the Bobalu label back
with its reputation, its flavor, and
its history.
“The Jones family has done an
unbelievable job growing berries.
The old produce guys will tell
you, ‘I can sell it once; I can sell it
twice; the grower sells it the third
time.’ They’ve always grown
consistently,

Grayson Ollivier is part of the next generation
of Western Veg-Produce, having joined the
team almost a year ago
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and the quality has been fantastic,
so it makes our job easier,” David
shares.
But, with volume booming, it also
meant that it was time to bring all
hands on deck.

THE NEXT GENERATION
“Grayson’s been here for almost
a year now, and he’s really been
working hard,” David says.
Grayson previously worked with
a separate business David and his
brother inherited from their father,
so he was familiar with produce in
the way that you’re familiar with
a hobby your parents bring home
often.
“There is so much to this that you
can come in and think you know,
but there’s always something new
to learn. From the customer-side
to everything it takes to get the
product from A to B, learning
all that has been pretty fun,”
Grayson tells me. “It’s got its ups
and downs, but it’s different every
day. And it’s nice to not just work
with these guys but to be friends
with them.”
Truly, it seems Grayson and
the entire team has peers and
mentors in each other. And of
course there is his dad, who
Grayson says gives him every
opportunity to learn more. When
I ask what he feels he has learned
from David that no one else
could have taught him, Grayson’s
answer reflects a philosophy
that can be seen in all of David’s
business decisions.
“Sometimes your first idea on
how to do something
isn’t necessarily the
right way to do it.
Everything the
company has

gone through just in the time I’ve
been here...there have been so
many changes. That’s something
I’m learning in produce is that
everything changes. So, how
important it is to wait before you
react is probably the biggest
takeaway I’ve learned so far,”
Grayson answers.
David tells me separately how
proud he is of Grayson’s progress.
“It’s a hard language to learn;
anybody can process and take
an order; they can put it in the
computer; they can ship it; but
it’s all the stuff you don’t see
that you have to understand. You
have to understand your markets,
districts, and what happens in
them.”
Weather changes, David sums up,
adding that it’s all part of the fun.
“I love it, the lows can’t be lower
and the highs can’t be higher, and
that’s produce,” he says simply.
Truth be told, I saw I was missing a
big piece of the puzzle, and when
David told me what it was, I felt
like it had stared me in the face
through all these conversations.
When I ask him what the common
tendril is between the many
categories Western Veg-Produce
has picked up over the years, and
even in the variety of businesses
David himself has taken on, it’s
a simple, but strong, common
factor.
“I just love working with my family,”
he shares.

Roger echoes this, sharing with
me that he has passed his fervor
for the business on to his own son.
“We’ve raised our kids while doing
this, and now they’re coming
into the industry,” Roger shares,
before hitting yet another nail on
the head. “And then we act like a
family here as we grow.”
The term family is a flexible one.
It can be seen in the sales office
banter, in how they know each
other’s stories, and in how they
learn from one another.
“We have, as you can see, a very
mature salesforce,” Roger says
amidst the jokes and life lessons
going on around us. “We’re very
well-seasoned, but we have got
the young guys, too. It’s a good
vibe.”

“We’ve raised our kids
while doing this, and
now they’re coming into
the industry. And then
we act like a family here
as we grow.”
—Roger Privett
Sales Lead,
Strawberries,
Western VegProduce

Grayson echoes this. “It’s great to
get to a place where everyone is
so close; everyone here is a part
of the family.”
A premium strawberry brand, 400
percent category growth over
25 years, and a team that’s more
like family—what could the future
hold for this company on the rise?
According to David and Grayson,
it’s solidifying relationships and
fine-tuning the path they’ve
carved out.
From what I saw behind the
scenes, whatever bumps that path
serves will be taken by this team
with a joke and refusal to take ‘no’
for an answer.

Roger Privett discusses joining the team almost
25 years ago, and how far it’s come
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O

nions are as ubiquitous a produce item as
it gets—as they should be! Their rightful
place in the produce aisle has never been
challenged, as the yellows, whites, and reds of the
onion family have taken center stage over the years.
But are sweet onions rising up in the ranks to become
a standout variety among these staples? To learn more
about the sweet onion’s journey from fringe-gourmet
onion to must-have-it-now item, I spoke with Delbert
Bland, President of Bland Farms, to learn about trends
that have propelled this change and where he sees
opportunity for the sweet onion market to grow.
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anne allen : what
trends or events
have you seen
that, in turn,
piqued Bland Farms’
interest in expanding
its vidalia onion reach ?

”

Onions have always been seen as
a staple food, and when chefs are
preparing sweet onions in restaurants
in new ways, consumers start to
demand to see those options in
their local stores.

“

Delbert Bland: The cycle of sweet onions,

and onions in general, is on a very positive cycle
right now as far as shippers are concerned. Their
onion supplies are very limited, so the market is
going up tremendously and it’s at about twice
the price it was last year. So, that piques a lot of
interest. When the market is good and onions are
bringing a good price, retailers need us because
they want to put more money behind those
products, which gets more money going through
the system. Everybody seems to be in good spirits
about sweet onions right now, so that’s a good sign
for us in the business.
I also think that sweet onions are beginning to be
looked at as a gourmet item. Onions have always
been seen as a staple food, and when chefs are
preparing sweet onions in restaurants in new ways,
consumers start to demand to see those options in
their local stores.

aa : have you observed
anything in particular on
the consumer side that
speaks to their love of
vidalia onions?
DB: On the consumer side, there’s
always been a big draw toward Vidalia onions. But
I also believe that it’s a lot to do with millennials,
especially their belief in the partner themselves.
What I’ve found is they want to get to know the
grower and the family behind the products they’re
eating, and the Vidalia story answers that call.
aa : in what areas of Bland
Farms are you currently
expanding ?
DB: We’re still expanding the sweet
onion category because there’s a lot
of potential for it. Since Bland Farms
focuses on one commodity, we concentrate on
being the best at that one. When you’re doing
business, if you ain’t the lead dog, the scenery
never changes, as Lewis Grizzard used to say.

(Left) Delbert Bland surveying
the Vidalia Onion Crop

Delbert bland

President and Owner,
bland farms

And I want to continue being a leader in the industry,
as far as in innovation, marketing, selling, and
growing onions.

aa : how do you see the rising
demand for crops like sweet
onions changing the fresh
produce industry?
DB: I think they have more shelf space
now in an area that yellow onions used
to control. In past years, retailers would only get
a sweet onion a certain number of months of the
year. Now, as we continue to grow, we’ve been a
year-round supplier for a long time. I think the sweet
onion market is beginning to edge out some of the
shelf space that the yellow market had before.

l

ong gone are the days in which we couldn’t
even pronounce Vidalia—the sweet onion
has taken its rightful place among the
produce staples.
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Jamming
By Robert Schaulis
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I

t may be hard for some of us
produce people—cynical from
years of pickling and preserving
trend reports, a half decade of
millennials like myself aping our
most frugal ancestors—to get jazzed about
jamming.

Apicius may have been the first jam enthusiast to go viral when, in first century AD, he
included jamming techniques in his
De re coquinaria (“Art of Cooking”), but he certainly won’t be
the last—with online searches
and mentions stacking up like
so many jars.
The numbers don’t lie, and social
media has spoken. Influencers are dusting off their mason jars and delving into
this sweet tradition. Pinterest reported a
whopping 829 percent uptick in searches
for “homemade jam” last year. Clever compotes like Jamnation’s Josephine raspberry
and basil Razzle Bazzle and Plum and Get
It—a Flavor King Pluot® and honeysuckle admixture—are elevating the idiom while racking up prestigious honors, like Good Food
Awards, left and right.
The culinary possibilities of jamming seem
to be hitting home like never before—with
chefs and hobbyists alike. And whether, like
the English, you enjoy your jam on a scone
or, like me, you can eat a good jam by the
spoonful, there’s no wrong way to enjoy
jam. Jam can be dressed up, down, and all
around—in virtually every day part, store department, and dish. Get fancy with a blackberry jam, a washed-rind cheese, and a nice
thin cracker, or go nuts with a double-decker
PB&J(am) like an outsized eight-year-old.
It’s all good.

How can produce providers, retailers, and
foodservice professionals get in on the action? Hit those hashtags hard and those hot
plates harder.
Jamming is the perfect vehicle to highlight
off-the-beaten-path fruit. Loganberry anyone? Why not tayberry? The stately fig, you
say? It can also add interest to seasonal
and year-round staples like Concord grapes,
apricots, blueberries, and—dare I suggest—
strawbs.
Caveat emptor—my grandpa made pretty
epic apricot, boysenberry, and pomegranate
preserves, so I might have a dog in this fight.
And I’ll fight like Kilkenny cats to get
my hands on some pomegranate jam
(so labor intensive—getting rid of all
those seeds—but so good!). If you
know a guy, let me know. And if you
have a special on pomegranates, hit
me up; I might try my hand at making
some jam.
So, let’s not discount this time-tested tradition come the tail-end of a sought-after seasonal fruit’s cycle. Cross-merchandise some
mason jars; get those shelf-talkers talking,
and get ready for some truly epic toast as
this classic food conservation technique becomes a full-fledged culinary tour de force.
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WTF

Mission Produce
DO I DO WITH						
Avocados

?

{ what the fork }

T U R K E Y TAQ U I TO S W I T H AV OC A DO C R E M A
INGREDIENTS
avocado crema

1 Mission Produce avocado, diced
2 tbsp milk
¼ cup sour cream
1 tbsp lime juice
1 tsp salt
taquitos

12 corn tortillas, warmed
2 cups turkey breast, shredded (storebought or homemade)
1 cup pepper jack cheese, shredded
2 tbsp avocado crema
Canola oil for frying

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3
4

optional toppings

Iceberg lettuce
Pico de gallo
Cilantro
Cotija
Prep Time: 20 min
Cook Time: 20 min
Servings: 4
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In a small bowl, mix ingredients for avocado crema until smooth. Use a fork
to continuously smash up the avocado while stirring. Store in an airtight
container in refrigerator for up to 5 days.
In a medium bowl, mix shredded turkey with pepper jack cheese and 2 tbsp
avocado crema.
Working with 1 tortilla at a time, spread 2 tbsp of turkey filling across the
center of the tortilla. Roll tortilla tightly around filling and insert toothpick
through center to hold together. Repeat with remaining tortillas.
In a large skillet, heat ½'' of canola oil over medium heat. Add 3 prepared
taquitos to the oil and allow to cook until golden brown (about 2 minutes).
Flip and continue cooking on other side until golden brown. Remove from oil
and set on a paper towel-lined plate. Continue with remaining taquitos.
Serve over shredded iceberg lettuce, and top with pico de gallo, cilantro, and
Cotija. Drizzle with more avocado crema and serve immediately!

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes visit www.worldsfinestavocados.com

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Is it even possible to enjoy something so delicious yet
nutritious? The answer is AVO-ious! Avocados have seen
a massive increase in consumption over the last few
years, and California has plenty to go around! We asked
some of California’s avocado experts to reflect on how
the fruit has bloomed in popularity and profit in recent
years with the industry…
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JAN DELYSER
Vice President of Marketing,
California Avocado Commission

California Omelet

“New research shows that when restaurant
patrons in the U.S. see ‘California’ in
the name or description of a dish, 70
percent of them think the dish will
include avocado—it’s almost eight out
of ten patrons in the West! This confirms
the very strong association between
California and avocados. Other top
associations with California include fresh,
healthy, and premium quality. So, since
California avocado season is spring
through summer, now is a great time
for consumers to enjoy those California
burgers, California omelets, California
Caesar salads, and more, whether dining
out or at home.”

GARY CLEVENGER
Managing Principal, Freska
Produce International
“My memories of avocados go back to
when I used to work in a packing shed
in El Rio, California, as a high school
student. My job was forming boxes and
moving bins around for the packers,
as well as learning to drive forklifts. I
was amazed at the number of bins we
ran daily, and that’s when I had my
first avocado. From that point on, I
was hooked on avocados—especially
California avocados. Seeing the growth
of the world’s supply of avocados is
just amazing to me, and I feel grateful I
made them part of my life.”

GARY CALOROSO
Regional Business
Development Director, Giumarra
Companies

Chicken Avocado Burrito
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“Consumer avocado demand continues
to increase as a result of the fruit’s
versatility, nutritional benefits, and yearround availability. There are amazing
opportunities for more sales and profit in
the avocado category. Retailers will realize
increased sales and profit by offering
more avocado choices to the consumer,
both in-store and online. These include
bagged and bulk, conventional and
organic, and ripe and green/hard. Along
with various sizing options and in-store
guacamole, retailers will see better results
from a comprehensive avocado program.
On the foodservice side, there are new
and exciting menu ideas that chains can
take advantage of with their customers.
Mexican handhelds, such as burritos
and tacos, are some of the many major
opportunities for retailers and restaurants
that sell avocados.”

Guacamole

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

DENISE JUNQUEIRO
Director of Marketing,
Mission Produce Inc.

Eggs Benedict with Avocado

“I am a sucker for eggs benedict. It is
one of my all-time favorite breakfast
go-tos. Nothing can top an eggs bennie
with avocado—it makes it out of this
world. I just can’t resist. Avocados are
an evolving category that is at the top
of the charts. To get the most out of
the category, we have evolved with
it. Consumers want more from their
avocado display. They don’t want to
search for that perfect size, pack, or
ripeness; they want it right there in front
of them. To do that, we have to change
the way we think about merchandising
and managing avocados in-store. There
is still so much opportunity.”

DOUG MEYER
Senior Vice President of Sales and
Marketing, West Pak Avocado
“I must admit, I am caught up in
the avocado craze, too, and I LOVE
AVOCADOS! I never imagined I would
enjoy them so much, but over the
years, my consumption of avocados has
increased to the point where I am now
at ‘Super User’ status. My favorite way to
enjoy them is plain…it sounds so boring,
but I think they taste really great simply
eating them sliced on sandwiches and
burgers, diced on salads or in soups, or
spread on toast. I am a bit of a guac
fan, too, and the spicier the recipe, the
better for me! One thing is for sure—I
am so proud to be a part of the avocado
industry and marketing a food item that
people are crazy about, myself included.”

Avocado Toast

DANA THOMAS
President and CEO,
Index Fresh

Avocado Breakfast Sandwich

“Growing up in Southern California, I
spent my childhood climbing stately old
avocado trees and enjoying their cool
shade on hot summer days. Avocados
have always been part of my life, so
it has been a pleasure to spend the
last 40 years intimately involved in
growing, packing, and marketing this
wonderful fruit. Over that time, the
acceptance of avocados has grown in
the United States and around the world.
We have transitioned from guacamole
to avocados eaten in an infinite number
of dishes for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner. I am extremely excited about the
future of avocados and confident that
consumers will continue to embrace
their extraordinary flavor and nutritional
benefits.”
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GIANT FOOD
STORES, LLC

< CHRIS KEETCH

DIRECTOR OF
PRODUCE & FLORAL
GIANT FOOD STORES, LLC

By Jordan Okumura

T

his is not a hurry up and wait
business, as I have come
to understand during my
short time in the industry. If
anything, we are primed for movement
and constantly taking the pulse of this
industry.

Chris grew up in a family of farming,
ranching, and trucking members. These
are his people, so this sense of urgency,
maybe sleeping with one eye open, has
been ingrained in him for quite some
time. Chris worked on the farm until
he was 20 years old before moving to
Boise, Idaho, to go to college. Shortly
after starting classes at Boise State, he
was hired at an Albertson’s store and
landed in the Produce Department.

“Every day, we are faced with a new
challenge which we must quickly read
and react to. Customers don’t alter
their shopping lists because of a freeze
in Florida, too much rain in California,
“I loved it from the start and quickly
or because a cross-country truck is
saw my job becoming my career. I
stuck in a snowstorm,” Chris Keetch,
feel that my farming background—the
Director, Produce and Floral, for GIANT long hours, attention to detail, and the
Food Stores, LLC, shares with me as
constant battle with Mother Nature—
helped me to easily connect with the
we speak of his time in the industry
and what a challenge looks like on his
produce industry,” Chris says.
watch. “It’s our job to make sure we do
everything possible to get product to
After graduating with a Business
the shelf and take care of our stores
degree in 1999, Chris was given
and our customers.”
his first opportunity as a Produce
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Manager, a position he held at different
stores until 2008, at which point he
was promoted into an Assistant Sales
and Merchandising Manager role at
Albertson’s headquarters in Boise.
“I ended up leaving Albertson’s in early
2010 and was recruited to Ahold USA
just a few months later, joining the
produce team in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, in
September of 2010,” he says.
Chris started as a Merchandiser and
was promoted to Category Manager in
late 2011. Over the following six years,
Chris had the opportunity to manage
commodity fruit, vegetables, and valueadded desks. That experience, along
with 25 years in the industry, helped
lead Chris to his current role as Director
of Produce and Floral for GIANT Food
Stores, a company of Ahold Delhaize
USA, which he assumed in January of
2018.
“This has been a very exciting and
rewarding time in my journey. I am
responsible for all elements of the
produce and floral departments at our
more than 170 GIANT and MARTIN’s
stores across four states,” Chris tells
me. “I love the pace of the fresh produce

PROVIDING THE FRESHEST
QUALITY PRODUCE AT PRICES
CUSTOMERS WILL LOVE
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business. Whether I’m in a store
watching a department transform
from tables and cases into a work of
art or in the office where we support
our store and operations teams, each
day is unique.”

“We feel that the direct relationship
we have with most of our suppliers
helps keep GIANT well positioned to
innovate and grow while protecting
our supply chain in times of tight and
unyielding markets,” Chris tells me.

The GIANT team believes high-quality
products should tell their stories,
but department layouts and display
fixtures certainly help bring them
to life. The company is constantly
testing new concepts like freshsqueezed juice, kombucha on tap,
fresh cut-fruit stations on the sales
floor, and different ways to leverage
LED lighting. Earlier this year, GIANT
opened a brand-new urban format
in Philadelphia, GIANT Heirloom
Market, where produce is featured
prominently.

As you can see, Chris’ passion not
only comes through in the retail space
but extends to the farming aspect
of the business as well, where both
nostalgia and a deep understanding
of the industry reside.

This is one of my favorite elements
of today’s changing retail space:
having fresh produce stand as the
ambassador to a store. For me, it
communicates all the intentions and
the standards of a store’s aesthetic
and core values. I can’t talk enough
about the impact of giving produce
the love in supermarkets and even
big box stores. And, needless to say,
suppliers probably feel the same way.

“Growing up in agriculture helped
create a passion in me for the
farming end of the business,” he
says. “Locally grown fruits and
vegetables are a large part of our
business. I look forward to every
new season, especially when I have
the opportunity to visit a field or an
orchard, meet the families who have
dedicated their lives to farming, and
share with them our plans to bring the
fruits of their labor to our customers.”
During Chris’ lifetime, though much
of the business has stayed the
same—from establishing and growing
relationships to the hard work and
diligence involved in cultivating the
land—much has changed as well.

IT’S OUR JOB TO MAKE SURE
WE DO EVERYTHING POSSIBLE
TO GET PRODUCT TO THE
SHELF AND TAKE CARE OF OUR
STORES AND OUR CUSTOMERS.
Chris Keetch
Director of Produce & Floral,
GIANT Food Stores, LLC
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GROWING UP IN
AGRICULTURE
HELPED CREATE
A PASSION FOR
THE FARMING
END OF THE
BUSINESS.
Trends have rapidly evolved since Chris first
filled a banana display 25 years ago. The
packaged salad category was only a couple
of SKUs back then, organics were either
non-existent or very expensive, seasonal
gaps in the berry category were the norm,
and the huge growth in value-added items
was still years away.
“With the winds of change on the supplyside, customers’ tastes and demands have
evolved even more rapidly. Availability of
produce from around the globe, restaurants
experimenting with different recipes and
presentations, and the continued expansion
of new items and ideas within the produce
space are key signs of retailers trying to
anticipate—and keep up with—customer
demand and expectations,” Chris reflects.
“Customers are at the heart of everything
we do here at GIANT. The culture here is
such that decisions are made only after
we determine, ‘How does this benefit our
customers?’”
In addition to overseeing the growth of the
category, Chris also has the honor of leading

BACK ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT):
KRIS SECHLER, JOSH GEYER,
MATT NOVOSEL, CHRIS
KEETCH, ROBERT BACKER,
TRAVIS BOWERS
FRONT ROW (LEFT TO
RIGHT): KEVIN PRILL,
JANELLE WEAVER, TRACI
BACH, BARB SIECK,
SHANNA BROWNAWELL,
SARA GOSS, JOE MILTER
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what he considers to be the best team in the
industry, with a good mix of seasoned veterans
and those new to produce.
“Having that mix of experience offers the luxury
of knowing how to react to challenges while
still bringing in new ideas and perspectives
through a different lens,” he shares.
That mix of knowledge bases lends greatly
to the whole of the team and creates a
firm foundation from which to address the
countless elements that impact today’s
produce space.
“Weather extremes have become the norm
as we have consistently heard over the past
several years—record heat, record rainfall,
record drought, you name it. While the field
crops bear the brunt of Mother Nature, I
believe that’s one thing fueling the rapid
growth in controlled atmosphere operations,”
Chris notes. “Although not necessarily an issue
in and of itself, advances in technology can
help moderate some of the opportunities in
the industry, but the questions come into play
when deciding where and how to leverage that
technology.”
From robotic harvesters to optical sorters and
graders to GPS guidance systems for working
the fields, efficiencies are being developed at a
rapid pace.
While change can make most people dizzy,
it is an area where Chris thrives. So, if not
change, what keeps this produce veteran up
at night?
“Replaying the day over and over in my head
and wondering what I could have done better
for our customers,” Chris says with a smile.
While I would wish Chris the restful sleep he
deserves, I also sleep a little better at night
knowing he is staying up concerned about
us.

FRESH FOLK

MY FAVORITE THINGS

DIANA McCLEAN
Senior Director of Marketing, Ocean Mist® Farms
The artichoke business is all about the heart, so it only makes sense that the
maven helping steer Ocean Mist® Farms’ reputation is Diana McClean. All
heart and mind, and not without a few witty asides, we had to know a few of
her favorite things.

1“

Both books and movies.

” 2

“
From stove top to oven;
Brussels sprouts are a favorite.

Specifically about food (Gastropod)
and current events (The Daily).

3

”5

A perfect brain vacation.

4

Light jacket weather with shades
is just right.

“

7

BYOWhatever! It’s like a pop-up
potluck with friends.

It’s hilarious and unexpected.

8

”

Rainbow Rolls are a top choice.

1

Historical Fiction

2

4 Cooking in Cast Iron
7

I can’t paint, but I can sip
pretty well.

6
9

Last-minute
Backyard BBQs

5
8

Podcasts

3

Putzing in the Garden
Really Fresh Sushi

6
9

The Graham Norton Show
Fall Weather

Paint & Sip
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WTF

Mucci Farms
DO I DO WITH						
English Cucumbers

?

{ what the fork }

C U C U M B E R N OO D L E S A L A D
INGREDIENTS
2 Mucci Farms English cucumbers
⅓ cup thinly sliced red onion
½ cup cilantro leaves
1 red chili, seeded and julienned
2 tbsp rice vinegar
2 tbsp oil
2 tbsp grated onion
2 tbsp mayonnaise
1 tbsp tahini
1 tsp minced garlic
Sesame seeds
Prep Time: 10-35 min
Servings: 4-6
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DIRECTIONS

1
2
3

Make cucumber noodles using a spiralizer. Alternatively, use a serrated peeler
or mandoline for straight noodles. Optional: Soak cucumber noodles in cold
water for at least 30 minutes before serving for best crispness.
In a large salad bowl, mix noodles with onion, cilantro, and red chili.
In another bowl, whisk together vinegar, oil, onion, mayo, tahini, and garlic.
Toss with salad, sprinkle with sesame seeds, and serve immediately.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes visit www.muccifarms.com

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

The Great Oracle
of Gelson’s

with John
—

Savidan

by Kayla Webb

A

s it was millennia ago, so it
is today. While many map
the moves of the Zeuses and
Poseidons of our industry, the fact
remains that the Chirons, the teachers
behind greats like Heracles and Jason,
continue to be the springs from which
much of our industry’s knowledge flows.
As one of Southern California’s leading
Chirons since its inception in 1951,
Gelson’s Markets has created a niche in
the SoCal market that’s all its own—just
ask anyone along the coast, from Santa
Barbara to San
Diego! But just
how did the
regional grocer
accomplish
this feat? My
drachmas are
on produce
and, as such,
John Savidan
I turn to John
Senior Director of
Savidan to see
Produce and Floral,
what wisdom
Gelson’s Markets

I can glean about the local chain and its
teachings.
As Senior Director of Produce and Floral
for Gelson’s Markets, John is more than
just the mind behind the configuration
of the grocer’s produce aisles. He is an
oracle, a modern Pythia of produce. It is
John who serves as the medium between
growers and consumers. It is John and his
team who have remastered what it means
to promote and sell produce on the daily,
adjusting and repurposing Gelson’s
aisles to reflect consumers’ demands
and growers’ wares. As a mere mortal,
I’m not exactly sure how he does it. His
passion for produce, however, is easily
understandable and is something he has
possessed for almost his entire life.
Like many in the industry, the seeds of
John’s produce career were planted when
he was young. In high school, he worked
as a boxboy, bagging groceries at Ralphs
Grocery. But fate had more in store for
John than that, leading him to eventually

receive a promotion into the produce
department as Produce Department
Manager. After 15 years with Ralphs, he
then joined Bristol Farms, where he held
a variety of positions, including Produce
Manager, Produce Merchandiser, Buyer,
and Produce Director. Today, he is a
board member for the United Fresh
Retail and Food Service Association and
a member of the Fresh Produce and
Floral Council.
While he only started with Gelson’s
Markets at the turn of this year, John’s
name has already become synonymous
with Gelson’s and its bounty of fruit and
veg goods. With these accomplishments
at his back and even more to come, there
seems to be no better produce monger’s
mind to pick than John’s. In this Q&A,
I do just that to see if I can uncover any
prophecies pertaining to the future of
produce and merchandising. Here’s what
he could part with…
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1
Kayla Webb:
What is Gelson’s
Markets’
general
merchandising
strategy for its
produce aisles?
John Savidan: Our merchandising
strategy for the Produce Division is first
to wow our customers as they enter our
departments. We do this by offering the
very best seasonal fruits and vegetables,
all meticulously hand stacked on our
displays. We focus on every bit of detail
imaginable when merchandising our
departments. We are extremely diligent
about quality and craftsmanship. It’s
important to note that each and every
item that goes out for display is inspected
to ensure superior quality.

2

3

KW: What tips and tricks does
Gelson’s Markets utilize to
best merchandise the produce
aisle?

KW: Are there any tools you
rely on when it comes to
specific categories?

JS: Our merchants do a wonderful

at mass merchandising the right seasonal
items to create the wow factor. This type
of merchandising savvy doesn’t happen
overnight as it really does take years of
experience to master. We have a great
merchant team, with many years of
service, that is dedicated to making our
stores look the very best each and every
day.

job of mass-merchandising the right
seasonal items to create the wow factor.
This type of merchandising savvy doesn’t
happen overnight as it really does take
years of experience to master. We have
a great merchant team, with many years
of service, that is dedicated to making
our stores look the very best each and
every day. When it comes to specific
categories like berries, for example, we
like to highlight destinations that bring in
the traffic. Berries, as a destination, can
create a gateway to different items in the
store. They are ambassadors, if you will,
and as the category grows you rely on
certain elements of varieties or brands
to really pull that consumer through the
section. Imagine the produce department
designed with the utmost intention.
We try and guide shoppers through
and use landmarks—you can even call
them category leaders or disruptors—to
execute that vision. The goal is to be able
to see the big picture and listen to what
the consumer wants.

JS: Our merchants do a wonderful job

“At Gelson’s, we pride ourselves on immaculate
displays—nothing is dump-stocked, and detail
is at its finest.”
—

John Savidan

Senior Director of Produce and Floral,
Gelson’s Markets
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“This type of merchandising savvy doesn’t
happen overnight as it really does take years
of experience to master.”

4
KW: How does Gelson’s
Markets partner with produce
companies when it comes to
merchandising?
JS: We do not use merchandising
equipment that you can find anywhere.
We work diligently with a few select
equipment suppliers to ensure that our
merchandising fixtures are not the same
as our direct competitors.

5
KW: What are some
movements happening
with the consumer that
are affecting how Gelson’s
merchandises its produce
aisles?
JS: Organic fruits and vegetables
continue to be a growing segment of
the business. We have a lot of customers
migrating toward organics, and it’s quite
important that they are merchandised
accordingly. We take great care in
merchandising our organic offerings to
give the customer the confidence that our
products aren’t co-mingling with other
conventional items.

6
KW: How does Gelson’s
approach digital merchandising
versus brick-and-mortar
merchandising?
JS: We are starting to get more involved
with digital marketing and have been
collaborating with our online services to
better this area of the business. Our goal
is to address the demographics of our
region, and those consumers are changing,
while at the same time many are remaining
very much the same. Between boomers,
millennials, and the up-and-coming
generations, we see an opportunity to widen
our scope. The consumer, across the board,
is very visual. So, creating an experience
for them, whether digital or in-store, is
key—meaning that we are not closing
off opportunities, but differentiating our
merchandising real estate to create more
engagement. Any given household will
adapt their shopping behaviors depending
upon the day, time available, weather,
budget, schedule and more. I want us to
have an answer for every challenge.

—

W

here is the industry headed next? I’m not sure, but again my drachmas are
on Gelson’s Markets and John. With merchandising know-how that even
the Zeuses and Poseidons could learn from and a collective 90 years of
developing an aptitude for produce between them, there’s no telling just where Gelson’s,
and John, will take the industry. But one thing’s for certain: It will be legendary.
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EVERY THING’S FRESHER IN PRODUC
PRODU C E
By Robert Schaulis
tarting a restaurant is a
notoriously tricky business.
Planting the seeds of a
nearly 300-store strong
family-owned force for fresh fastcasual eating is, I’m sure, even
trickier. That’s precisely what
Joe Tortorice Jr. did in 1976 when
he founded his first Jason’s Deli
location in Beaumont, Texas.
From the beginning, the company
had a simple mantra: “If we
wouldn’t serve it to our families,
we’re not going to serve it to
yours,” and the familial nature
of its mission (now made
Instagram-famous thanks to the
#itsafamilything hashtag) has
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informed the company’s culture
and, of course, its emphasis on
fresh produce, since day one.
As Fresh Produce Programs
Coordinator of Jason’s Deli,
Kim Andreason oversees that
relationship to fresh produce. It’s
one of the most important pieces
of a business that spans 280
stores spread across 28 states.
“There are a lot of moving parts,
and I like the challenge of figuring
things out within the industry,”
says Kim. “Food in general has
changed so much over the years
with people eating healthier, and
I love introducing people to new

products that they might never
have had the opportunity to see. I
love the people in our industry and
have made many lifelong friends in
it.”
An active member of the Southeast
Produce Council’s (SEPC)
Foodservice and Southern Roots
Committees, Kim is a familiar face
to many in our industry and a fixture
at events like SEPC’s Southern
Roots and Southern Exposure. In
her work with Southern Roots, Kim
has collaborated with many other
female leaders in the produce
industry, becoming friend, mentor,
and mentee to a number of these
women.

Kim’s path to produce was not as
straight and narrow as one might
imagine though.
This 25-year veteran of the
produce industry didn’t come to
fresh produce via some dynastic
farm-family ties. She didn’t
find foodservice along a welltrod path. Kim came to fresh
produce the way so many of
us do—circuitously, armed with
determination and acumen.
“Like a lot of us in the industry
I sort of fell into produce,” Kim
explains. “It wasn’t my chosen
path. I grew up in a really small
town in Illinois—400 people—
called Hartsburg. Most people
haven’t heard of it. My graduating
class in high school had 13 people.
I’m hoping to see all 13 of them in
a few months when I go back for
our high school reunion. It was
a wonderful place to grow up. It
was a safe place, full of friendly
and hard-working people. It’s my
roots and where I developed a
good work ethic.”
Kim credits her parents with
sowing the seeds of that work
ethic. And it was in

Hartsburg that Kim got her first
taste of the restaurant business.
“My parents were such a big
influence,” Kim says. “My father
owned a restaurant-bar in that
small town for over 45 years. I
think he worked nearly every day
and never complained. He passed
away in 2014, and we had to sell it.
I miss him and ‘Tom’s Lodge,’ but
always make time to go visit when
I can.”
In those days, some 700 miles
away in Beaumont, Tortorice Jr.
was hard at work expanding the
company he had founded in 1976.
And in 1992, a decade after
Jason’s Deli introduced its second
store, a Tyler, Texas, location, Kim
packed her bags and traversed
that 700 miles to relocate in the
Lone Star State. In Texas, Kim
would find her way to fresh food,
but first she would spend some
time on the front lines of the
restaurant business.
“I was waitressing and hostessing
in different restaurants,” Kim
explains. “In 1993, I had
my son, and I took a year
off of work. Then in 1994,
I started looking for fulltime employment, and
my neighbor told me
that she had a friend

who was hiring for a produce
consulting company. She told me
that she had no idea what the job
entailed, but that I might want to
call her. And that’s really how it all
started.”
From those unassuming
beginnings, Kim would develop
the passion for produce for which
she is known.
“Judy Henrichsen hired me at
National Produce Consultants
(NPC), and I was there for almost
ten years. That’s really where I
learned the ropes,” Kim says. “I
only got to work directly with
Judy for a few years, and then she
moved to Houston. We worked
together off and on throughout
our careers. She was one of
my best friends whether we
were working together or not.
She passed away a little over a
year ago, and I miss our daily
discussions about produce.”
Kim continues, “Our President
was Tony Forsythe, and we
consulted for national restaurant
and hotel chains, helping put
together produce programs,
basically, and helping them
monitor their pricing and quality
from the field to the store. I did
many different things—a little bit
on the sales side, a little bit on
the office side. I wore all kinds

Opposite Page: Jason’s Deli had humble beginnings in 1976 in Beaumont,
Texas. Jason’s Deli currently operates some 280 stores and two distribution
centers spread across 28 U.S. states. Right: Kim Andreason and Director of
Purchasing Ed Wahlenmaier visiting a Driscoll’s berry field
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“There are a lot of moving parts, and I like the
challenge of figuring things out within the
industry.” — Kim Andreason
			Fresh Produce Programs Coordinator, Jason’s Deli

of different hats, and to be able
to learn all the different moving
parts and go to all the different
events like the Produce Marketing
Association’s Fresh Summit, to
meet with the growers and learn
more about them, and visit with
distributors—that, I think, was
really beneficial. I still keep in
contact with Tony and his team
at NPC, which has continued to
grow over the years.”
In the variety of roles she
occupied at NPC, Kim worked
with Applebees, Boston Market,
major airlines—and Jason’s Deli.
Taking her background in produce
and her foodservice savvy, Kim
went on to new roles at Fresh
Network and Hardie’s Fruit and
Vegetable, selling to various
foodservice, retail, and hospitality
channels. And as fate would
have it, an opening atop Jason’s
program soon presented itself.
“At some point Jason’s decided to
manage its own produce program
internally,” explains Kim. “And
then a position opened, and I got
a call from Ed Wahlenmaier, who
is our Director of Purchasing, that
said ‘you kind of know how this
program works, and we think it
would be a great fit,’ so…” Kim
hesitates, “all the pieces just kind
of fell into place.”
That felicitous moment in 2007
put Kim in charge of a program
she had helped cultivate and
brought her into an organization
she has called home for more
than a decade. Despite an
impressive 12 years with Jason’s
Deli, though, Kim tells me that
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she’s still the youngster on the
block—as her colleagues in
purchasing have worked there, in
some cases, for several decades.
“I am still kind of the baby in the
purchasing department,” Kim
tells me. “Once people start at
Jason’s, they tend to stay. Ed, who
brought me in, has been there 22
years.”
And purchasing at Jason’s Deli
is quite a job. The company is
unique insofar as it self-distributes
its own inventory with the
exception of produce—operating
two distribution facilities in Texas
and North Carolina. Jason’s Deli
distributes all its own meats,
dairy, and other items, on the
company’s own trucks, each week.
Jason’s Deli had already
introduced its first vegetarian
menu in 2005 and its first USDA
Organic certified offerings the
following year. And Kim would
continue that work as Fresh
Produce Program Coordinator,
working hard to ensure the
freshest, best-eating, and most
on-trend menu items possible,
with an emphasis on food safety,
quality, and value.
“In 2008, we got rid of added
MSG and all high-fructose corn
syrup in all of our food. In 2010,
we eliminated artificial colors
and also added gluten-free and
vegan items. In 2012, we removed
alfalfa sprouts from our menu
because of food safety concerns.
In 2013, we added more meatless
options,” Kim says. “We feel like
we’re changing a lot with the

industry trends, and I think we’re
seeing a lot more fresh, nonprocessed food, which I think has
really helped us grow. At Jason’s,
people can get a salad from our
salad bar, featuring many items,
at the same price point they
would get going through a drivethrough.”
And, Kim tells me, she and the
Jason’s team are continuing
to innovate and add fresh
products and ingredients onto
the company’s menu. Kim works
with Corporate Chef Brandon
Hudson and his team to make
sure that fresh products are in
place at Jason’s Deli’s 35 produce
distributors throughout the U.S.
“We’re working with seasonal
items now. Two years ago, we
added sweet potatoes to our
menu, which was a big change;
we’ve had them on the menu
about six months of the year, and
those have been a pretty popular
item,” says Kim. “We’ve also been
doing some cross-promotions
with certain growers—whether
they be like Driscoll’s berries or
Del Monte pineapples. We did our
first promotion with Avocados
From Mexico this year.”

All of these developments, Kim
tells me, are in service of Jason’s
Deli’s founding principles—
serving clean, healthy food, from
the Jason’s family to yours.
“That quote from Joe Tortorice
Jr., ‘If we wouldn’t serve it to our
families, we’re not going to serve
it to yours,’ is very important to
us. For me, personally, Jason’s
has probably changed my eating
habits,” Kim notes, adding that
her experience in the produce
industry and at Jason’s Deli has
been key in shaping her habits
and her attitudes toward food. “At
many of the different conferences
that we go to, being able to hear
different keynote speakers talking
about nutrition, about different
foods and the ways they affect
your body, it’s probably played a
big role in changing my habits.”
Kim has embraced—and been
embraced by—a fresh food family
that can be transformative, and in
working with the Dallas Fresh
Foods Association founded by
The Grinstead Group, she hopes
to help the next generation of
produce professionals continue
to break ground and expand
the future of fresh produce. The
group’s mission is inspiring

consumption and careers in fresh
foods, and Kim has taken that
mission to heart, encouraging
young people entering the
workforce to consider fresh
produce.
Regarding the produce industry,
Kim adds, “There’s always
something new to learn. No day
is ever the same. It’s always a
challenge. And probably one
of my biggest passions now
is to reach out to the younger
generation—because everyone
in produce that I’m talking to is
having challenges with labor, in
every aspect of the industry—in
warehouses, trucking, sales.
Everyone is looking for people
constantly. There is so much
opportunity in produce.”
Kim and her peers are working
hard to impress upon young
people that futures in fresh
produce are bright.
With its emphasis on embracing
fresh food trends, Jason’s Deli is
continuing to pioneer a producefocused path throughout the U.S.
And Kim is at the helm, ensuring
the future of fresh is healthy,
wealthy, and as warm and inviting
as a family meal.

Managing Partner John Riley operating the
phones at one of Jason’s Deli’s 280 locations
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WTF

Foxy Organic
DO I DO WITH						
Romaine and Broccoli

?

{ what the fork }

R OA S T E D B R OCCO L I C H I C K E N C A E S A R S A L A D
INGREDIENTS
1 head Foxy Organic broccoli
4 cups Foxy Organic romaine
lettuce, chopped
1 lb chicken tenders
2 cups baguette chunks (cut into 2"
pieces)
¼ cup olive oil, divided
4 cloves garlic, minced and divided
⅓ cup grated Parmesan cheese, divided
½ tsp each, salt and pepper, divided
¼ cup plain 2% Greek yogurt
1 tsp lemon zest
2 tbsp lemon juice
1 tsp Worcestershire sauce
1 tsp Dijon mustard
1 tsp honey
Lemon wedges
Prep Time: 15 min
Cook Time: 15 min
Servings: 4
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DIRECTIONS

1

Preheat oven to 425˚ F. Cut broccoli into florets. Peel stems and chop into ½"
pieces. In large bowl, toss broccoli florets and stems, chicken tenders, baguette
chunks, 3 tbsp olive oil, half of the garlic portion, 2 tbsp Parmesan cheese,
and half of the salt and pepper. Arrange in single layer on parchment paperlined baking sheet.

2

Bake for 15-18 minutes or until broccoli is tender, chicken is cooked through,
and bread is golden brown.

3

Meanwhile, to make a Caesar dressing, whisk together yogurt, lemon zest,
lemon juice, remaining oil and garlic, and salt and pepper until blended. Stir
in Worcestershire sauce, mustard, and honey to complete the dressing.

4

Toss sheet pan mixture with yogurt, Caesar dressing, and romaine. Divide
among 4 plates; top with remaining Parmesan. Serve with lemon wedges.
Tip: Add 2 slices of chopped bacon or pancetta to the sheet pan if desired.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes visit www.foxy.com
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» The IF List «

Frances Dillard

SENIOR DIRECTOR OF BRAND AND PRODUCT MARKETING, DRISCOLL’S

W

With Melissa De Leon

hat IF you had the opportunity to choose between giving
yourself a strong boost in life and helping make the world a
better place? Driscoll’s Senior Director of Brand and Product
Marketing, Frances Dillard, would surely pick the latter every time. Find
out what she chose when we asked her a whole host of “what IFs.”

1. IF you had to choose now, what
would your last meal consist of?
A piece of my mom’s homemade Greek
spanakopita. Meals are intertwined with memories,
and spanakopita brings back fond childhood
memories growing up with my family on the East
Coast.

2. IF you could be a character in any
book, who would it be?
Nancy Drew from the original 1930s girl-sleuth
book series. Capable, confident, and fearless,
Nancy restored order by capturing the villain
and solving the mystery. Besides, she drove a
darling blue coupe, surrounded herself with great
“chums,” and was very fashionable in her tweeds.

3. IF you could imagine yourself in a
different industry, what would it be?
I’ve been fortunate to work in several different
industries—toys, tech, gaming, entertainment—all
interconnected in understanding the needs of
the female consumer and her family lifestyle.
As a brand and business strategist, meeting
the consumer’s needs through a differentiated
experience is at the heart of building long-term
profitable growth.

4. IF you wrote an autobiography, what
would the title be?
The Disruptor

5. IF you had $10 million that you had
to donate to someone else, who
would you choose and why?
I believe in movements. I would
donate the funds to a cause
versus an individual. There
is nothing more rewarding
than creating value for kids
when it comes to health and
education.

6. IF you were stranded on a desert
island, which three items would you
bring?
I only need two things:
1. iPhone: There would have to be magical internet
connection.
2. My husband: I’ve been happily married for 31
years. He’s not an item but is core to my survival.

7. IF you had to wear the same thing
every day, what items of clothing
would you pick?
J-Brand jeans, Stuart Weitzman pumps, and a
Banana Republic black t-shirt. Oh wait, that’s
me now. Thank God women said goodbye to
pantyhose and shoulder pads as part of our
corporate dress code.

8. IF you had a superpower, what would
you want it to be?
The best badass superpower should be about
helping to save the world rather than personal
gain. It would be awesome to have healing powers.
We take optimal health for granted. It’s horrible to
watch others suffer and not be able to help.

9. IF you were another species in the
animal kingdom, which would you be?
Canis lupus familiaris (Canine)—a dog is
everyone’s four-legged friend. Trite answer, but
dogs do embody love.

10. IF you could make everyone
watch a movie of your choosing,
which movie would you want
them to see?
Any movie starring the Hollywood
legend Cary Grant is worth watching on a
lazy Sunday afternoon. While movies can shed
light on societal issues, we shouldn’t dismiss the
importance of pure fun storytelling. You can’t beat
the genius fast-paced dialogue in His Gal Friday—
Cary Grant at his best.
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VOLM COMPANIES

llen

A
By Anne

Daniel Mueller,
President & CEO,
Volm Companies

Daniel Mueller overseeing day-to-day operations
at a facility in Idaho Falls, Idaho

“We were one of
the first to bring
computerized
packing line
automation to the
North American
market for fresh
produce.”
— Daniel Mueller,
President & CEO,
Volm Companies
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T

he more time I spend in
this industry, the more I
realize that “living to serve”
is not just a saying: it’s a
mission. The Founder of
Volm Companies, Gerald Volm,
made it his life’s work to serve the
customer and the community, a
business style that has translated
all the way down to thirdgeneration family member and
current President and CEO, Daniel
Mueller.
“My grandfather, Gerald, had a
servant’s heart. He always focused
on the customer, regardless of
size, and our corporate mission
evolved from that,” Daniel begins.
“Our vision statement is to be our
customer’s most valued partner—
the phone call they make first
when questions arise around the
packing-side of their operations.
We do our best to be servants to
those around us; we truly believe
that by doing that we’ll add value
to their business and to this
special industry.”
Through this description of Volm’s
values, Daniel walks me back in
time to the inception of Volm
Companies. It started in 1954 as a

small, family-run operation—Volm
Farm Supply Company of Bryant,
Wisconsin—which served the
needs of local dairy and potato
farmers. Gerald realized that
his clientele needed a reliable
supplier of used and new burlap
to transport their potatoes to
market. He would drive over six
hours to Chicago to get burlap for
his community’s local farmers.
As the years passed, Volm
formed distributor relationships
with other bag companies and
moved its growing business to
Antigo, Wisconsin, where it began
manufacturing its own packaging
to meet changing market needs.
“We were one of the first to
bring computerized packing
line automation to the North
American market for fresh
produce,” Daniel says. “Volm
then grew into a leading source
for packaging and equipment
solutions, all while continuing to
follow Gerald’s example of serving
customers and giving them the
high-value solutions they needed
with the personalized customer
service they deserved.”

Daniel grew up in the packaging
solutions industry, where
he watched his father bring
computerized weighers and
baggers to market. You would
think his leadership in the
company would come with the
territory, but he tells me this isn’t
so.
“We have a rule in our family
about the third generation: You
can’t come back into leadership
until you’ve gone away. We
have to work our way up into
leadership somewhere else
first. Our employees and our
customers are too valuable to
have a family member put them at
risk,” he shares with me.
After graduating from Concordia
University in St. Paul, Minnesota,
with dual degrees in Finance
and Marketing, Daniel pursued
a career in international finance,
working his way up to Interim
Finance Director at Cardinal
Health—a Fortune 20 company—
before deciding that he wanted to
come back to the family business.
He has now been with Volm for
seven years and CEO for three.

grandfather and father in terms
of innovative solutions for Volm’s
customers.
“Working in fresh produce
facilities can be difficult work—
from grading through to
palletizing the product,” Daniel
says, explaining how the need for
automation has propelled Volm to
answer innovation’s call. “We do
all we can to bring opportunities
along the full-line where labor
can be reduced and up-time and
throughput can be increased.
Quite often, our customers
come with packaging that they
feel will set their product apart,
and we want to continue to
help develop that. However, the
interaction that the package has
within the packing line, if not
planned properly, can create a
huge bottleneck. We want to

ensure that the packaging we
bring to market doesn’t take a
valued customer backward from
an automation and throughput
perspective.”
Volm also continues to move into
specialty packaging and a higher
amount of SKUs. With these
additions, smaller runs and faster
turnaround are made possible
by the company’s manufacturing
facilities and warehouses in
Wisconsin, Idaho, Washington,
Colorado, California, and Ontario,
Canada. These facilities, Daniel
says, allow for Volm to be as
flexible as possible in meeting the
demands of its customers.
As we continue talking, it’s
obvious that Daniel shares his
grandfather’s desire to serve
the industry, especially as that

Maintining a family-business feel
while growing that business to a
national scale has been a fulltime job, and all the while Daniel
has continued the work of his

“When we pull all those pieces
together, our goal is to be a
service that a customer barely
even notices.”

A Volm employee packing an item on the line
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industry evolves at a rapid-fire
pace.
“We want to continue to bring
the entire packing-side supply
chain into such a cohesive place
where what we offer allows our
customers to focus on what
they do best: growing, buying,
and selling product to the North
American market,” he says.
“With our automated inventory
solutions, we aim to provide
value by minimizing packing
emergencies and shrink while
making purchasing operations
more efficient.”
Offering value and supply
chain innovations are always
on the brain for Daniel and the
Volm team. In the engineering
department, the team strives
to bring the best layout and
throughput solution to a facility—

at a budget that works for them.
With its twenty field-service
technicians across the United
States, Volm ensures that the
customer’s up-time is higher. And
with its ability to manufacture or
source all packaging, supplies,
and inventory for those products,
the company minimizes the need
to juggle suppliers while reducing
customers’ working capital.
“When we pull all those pieces
together, our goal is to be a
service that a customer barely
even notices. Their packaging side
of operations should not be what
keeps them up at night,” Daniel
explains.
It’s this line of thinking—Volm’s
servant heart, if you will—that
allows for the packaging company
to keep up with the ever-evolving
produce industry, and Daniel
wouldn’t have it any other way.

“Quite often, our
customers come with
packaging that they
feel will set their
product apart, and
we want to continue to
help develop that.”
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WTF

Limoneira® Meyer
DO I DO WITH						
Lemons

?

{ what the fork }

C R E A M Y M E Y E R L E M O N P E N N E PA S TA
INGREDIENTS
Juice and zest of 3 Limoneira®
Meyer lemons
1 box whole grain penne pasta
2 tbsp butter
1 cup sliced mushrooms
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 cups chicken broth
2 tsp cornstarch
⅔ cup heavy cream
1 small bunch basil, leaves thinly
sliced
Salt and pepper, to taste
Cook Time: 10 min
Prep Time: 5 min
Servings: 2

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3
4

Cook pasta according to package, in salted water.
While pasta is cooking, melt butter in a skillet over medium-high heat. Add
garlic and mushrooms to pan and sauté for 1 minute.
In a separate bowl, mix chicken broth and cornstarch; stir until well blended.
Add broth mixture to pan and bring to a boil, cooking for 1 minute or until
thick, stirring constantly. Remove from heat. Stir in heavy cream, Meyer
lemon juice, and salt and pepper.
Drain pasta and add to broth mixture with basil leaves. Toss gently to coat.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes visit www.lemonsfourlife.com
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display contest

Build a big beautiful Mango display
in June 2019 and WIN!
Add a ZING
with Tajin*
Visit
mango.org/contest
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Plus

incentives for
each entry
*See official rules for more details.
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Dollars
Total

Pounds

$399.0 Mil

| +2.0%

261.7 Mil Lbs | +4.7%

$370.9 Mil
$28.0 Mill

| -1.1%
| +72.4%

253.3 Mil Lbs | +3.8%
8.4 Mil Lbs | +43.2%

$231.0 Mil
$160.4 Mil
$7.5 Mil

| +5.0%
| -2.1%
| +1.9%

144.3 Mil Lbs | +6.9%
113.2 Mil Lbs | +2.2%
4.2 Mil Lbs | -1.1%

$322.9 Mil
$35.2 Mil
$27.6 Mil
$13.3 Mil

| +4.1%
| +41.6%
| -29.2%
| -21.5%

246.5 Mil Lbs
7.2 Mil Lbs
5.3 Mil Lbs
5.6 Mil Lbs

| +5.4%
| +42.8%
| -29.4%
| -22.6%

$9.7 Mil
$21.0 Mil
$54.7 Mil
$12.0 Mil
$9.0 Mil
$16.7 Mil
$276.0 Mil

| +240.6%
| +12.2%
| +29.4 %
| -1.8%
| -3.9%
| +3.7%
| -4.8%

3.9 Mil Lbs
4.0 Mil Lbs
29.9 Mil Lbs
2.7 Mil Lbs
6.7 Mil Lbs
8.9 Mil Lbs
205.7 Mil Lbs

| +782.0%
| +23.3%
| +83.7%
| -7.0%
| -1.2%
| +20.1%
| -3.4%

Dollars
Conventional
Organic

Sizes
Small
Large
Extra Large

Value-Added
No Prep
Sliced
Cut
Chunk

Pack Size
8 oz
10 oz
16 oz
32 oz
80 oz
Other Sizes
N/A Pack Size

Source | IRI Multi-Outlet 52 weeks ending Jan 27th vs YA
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Mexico

Honey (Ataulfo)
• Source: Mexico, Ecuador, Peru
• Peak Availability: Feb/Mar to Jun
• Color: Vibrant yellow

Haiti

Guatemala
Nicaragua

Puerto Rico

Francis
• Source: Haiti
• Peak Availability: Apr to Jun
• Color: Green overtones diminish and
and the yellow becomes more golden as the
Francis ripens

Ecuador

Kent

Palmer

• Source: Mexico, Ecuador, Peru
• Peak Availability: Jan, Feb, Jun to Aug,
Dec
• Color: Dark green and often has dark red
blush over small portion of mango

• Source: Brazil
• Peak Availability: Aug to Oct
• Color: Deep cheery red with green or
light green background with bright red/
orange blush

Haden

Tommy Atkins

• Source: Mexico, Ecuador, Peru
• Peak Availability: Mar to May
• Color: Bright red with green and yellow
overtones and small white dots

• Source: Brazil, Ecuador, Guatemala, Peru,
Mexico
• Peak Availability: Mar to Jul, Sep, Oct
• Color: Dark red blush covers much of
fruit with green, orange, and yellow accents

Peru
Brazil

Keitt
• Source: Mexico, Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Puerto Rico
• Peak Availability: Jul to Sep
• Color: Dark to medium green, sometimes
with pink blush over small portion of mango

Source | National Mango Board
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VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

DO EX-RETAILERS TRANSITION WELL AS SUPPLIERS?

A Tale of Two Sides
by Snack Editorial Contributor Bob DiPiazza,
Founder of DiPiazza Consulting Services Inc.

A

fter 30 years with Dominick’s
Supermarkets and almost 10
with Walmart/Sam’s Club, I
transitioned to the supplyside of the business with a company
called Sun Pacific®. Many of my retailer
friends and colleagues asked me what
that move was like and how it has
influenced my experiences over the
years. There are a few lessons I learned
that I would like to share...

“

·

First and foremost, you are on the
other side of the desk and you are no
longer calling the shots, so check your
ego at the door.
·
Before calling on a retailer, visit
several of their stores and gain an
understanding of their operation to
identify areas of opportunity.
·
It’s always about sales on both sides
of the desk: be a good salesperson.
·
Know your new business. Know
what goes into producing or growing or

packaging the product you are selling.
Know your capabilities and be able to
deliver on your promises.
·
As a retailer, you always strive
to differentiate yourself from the
competition. Do the same as a supplier
and give the customer a reason to do
business with you.
·
When negotiating, don’t let
emotions cloud your judgment or your
responses—remember, you’re not
calling the shots!

The industry is changing, and a shift
in perspective never hurt anyone...
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...Especially if you can see the value of
viewing both sides of the coin.
Bob DiPiazza, Founder, DiPiazza Consulting Services, Inc.

Everyone has his or her own tale to tell,
and here is a little bit of mine.
You’ve heard the expression, “Better to
be lucky than good,” right? I was lucky
enough to have the opportunity to work
with Sun Pacific, a grower/shipper that
specializes in citrus, kiwifruit, and table
grapes, and who has made branding a
true work of art. This company shared
my passion for quality and just happened
to be growing a little item called Cuties®,
which exploded onto the scene and
remains a mainstay today. It is a worldclass organization with great people.
I had just completed a project to develop
store designs for the new Mariano’s Fresh
Markets entering the Chicago, Illinois,
area when I received a call from Berne
Evans, the Chairman and CEO of Sun
Pacific. After some negotiation, we struck
a deal and I agreed to work on business
development to gain distribution for Sun
Pacific’s portfolio of products.
I had limited knowledge of Sun Pacific’s
growing operations, and I needed to
understand the dynamics and nuances
of growing and packing citrus, kiwifruit,
and grapes before I could begin to call on

These new responsibilities were both
exciting and challenging, and I had a
great deal to learn. I found along the
way that my retail background was very
beneficial. Understanding the customers’
challenges and their businesses could work
in my favor, but I had to make some very
important adjustments, many of which I
shared earlier.

As a retailer, you should have always
been trying to “sell” the supplier on what
you wanted to do. Just reverse the role now.
One of my favorites: Retailers don’t
want dog and pony shows. Keep your
presentations brief and relevant.
Be passionate about your product and
about “selling it in.” If you’re not, don’t
expect the customer to be excited to see
you.
You both want the best deal you can
get, so be prepared to negotiate and know
where your boundaries are. Try to avoid
having to say, “I will get back to you.” The
buyer wants your decision now!
If, as a result of your retail experience,
you have some suggestions on how to
move more product, don’t be afraid to
share these with the buyer.
A little personality goes a long way. To
build relationships with buyers, be friendly,
engaging, complimentary, and respectful.
Show genuine interest in them and in their
business.
And always strive to achieve your
goal—close the deal!

Another point is to remember:
everyone likes a good story and admires
success. If time permits, share the history
and milestones of your company.

The industry is changing, and a shift in
perspective never hurt anyone—especially
if you can see the value of viewing both
sides of the coin.

prospective customers. Fortunately, the
entire Evans family, Al Bates, and the
team at Sun Pacific were good teachers
who quickly brought me up to speed.
I initially put together programs and
focused on gaining new distribution by
visiting retailers from coast-to-coast. Over
time, I became more involved in the
management of the company and with
our marketing, new product development,
and packaging. In 2012, Berne named
me President of Sun Pacific’s Sales and
Marketing organization and EVP for his
new start-up beverage business, Califia
Farms.

Bob DiPiazza began his retail career
with Dominick’s Supermarkets, where
he advanced to the position of Group
VP of Perishables. A graduate of
Loyola University in Chicago and a past
Chairman of the Produce Marketing
Association (PMA), Bob joined Walmart
Stores Inc. in 1998 and shortly after was
promoted to Senior VP and General
Merchandise Manager of Sam’s Club U.S.
Perishable Food Operations. Bob retired
from Walmart in 2008 to return home
to Chicago and his extended family.
He continued to remain active in the
industry as the Principal for a strategic
consulting business specializing in the
perishable food supply chain.

In 2008, DiPiazza Consulting entered
into an agreement with Roundy’s
Supermarkets to develop the Mariano’s
Fresh Market stores for entry to the
greater Chicago area market and with
Sun Pacific Growers for business and
marketing development programs and
strategies. In 2011, Bob was appointed
President of Sun Pacific Marketing, a
leading California grower, shipper, and
marketer of citrus, grapes, kiwifruit, and
tomatoes. He recently completed a 10year run and is once again focusing on
his consulting business as an industry
advisor.

Bob DiPiazza,

Founder, DiPiazza
Consulting Services Inc.
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WTF

Bako Sweet® Organic
DO I DO WITH						
Sweet Potatoes

?

{ what the fork }

O R G A N I C S W E E T P OTATO P I Z Z A C R U S T

INGREDIENTS
1 med-large Bako Sweet® organic
sweet potato
1½ cups oat flour
1½ tbsp chia seeds
3-4 tbsp water
Salt and pepper
Additional pizza toppings such as tomato
sauce, cheese, mushrooms, onions, etc.
Prep Time: 30 min
Cook Time: 20-30 min
Servings: 2

DIRECTIONS

1
2

Preheat oven to 400˚ F. Peel the sweet potato and dice into small cubes. Boil
until soft (around 15 minutes).
Combine chia seeds with water in a small bowl and set aside until it becomes
a gel (5-10 minutes). Add more chia seeds or water as necessary.

3

Drain water from sweet potatoes and mash into a puree. Mix in oats, chia
seed gel, salt, and pepper. Spread out the mixture thinly and evenly on a
baking pan with parchment paper.

4

Bake crust for 15-20 minutes. When the crust is just starting to brown, remove
from oven. Add your desired toppings, and bake in the oven for another 8-10
minutes or until done.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes visit www.bakosweet.com
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OFF THE SHELF

CLOSE

A Closer Look at
Earthbound Farm
Organic Rosé Blend
By Robert Schaulis

Y

ou’ve noticed the reddened
cheeks, the glassy eyes, the
pleasant lilt and peculiar
bounce in my step. Why all the
swaggering joyfulness? I’ve gotten
into the rosé—Earthbound Farm’s
Rosé Blend, that is. And its healthy
crunch and eye-catching color has
brought a hangover-proof spring to
my step.
At once tender and pleasantly crisp,
Rosé Blend features five blushing
varieties of leafy red goodness: lolla
rosa, red oak, red tango, red baby
butter, and radicchio.
Like all Earthbound Farm’s offerings,
Rosé Blend is USDA Certified
Organic. And this particular item
took some serious intellectual
fermentation; the company worked
with seed partners for years to
develop flavorful, well-textured
varieties that go into this recipe for
rosé all day.
Its sturdy spring mix-like leaves
make Rosé Blend the perfect way
to brighten up a salad and deliver
a dressing, providing piquant
flavor, wilt-proof crunch, and a pop
of crimson to dinner tables and
produce departments alike.
Red as a radish, white as an onion,
sparkling in flavor, or sweet as a
cherry—the next time you consider
your produce assortment, make sure
you pay close attention to rosé—with
Rosé Blend from Earthbound Farm.
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WTF

Farm2You™ Stonefruit ?
DO I DO WITH						
{ what the fork }

S TO N E F R U I T CO B B L E R

INGREDIENTS
1 cup Farm2You™ stonefruit, diced
(peach/nectarine/plum/pluot/apricot)
1½ tsp baking powder
1 cup flour
4 tbsp brown sugar, divided
¾ cup heavy cream
1 tbsp butter, melted
½ tsp turbinado sugar
Pinch of salt
Lemon juice, to taste
Whipped cream for topping (optional)
Prep Time: 20 min
Cook Time: 10 min
Servings: 4

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3
4
5

Preheat oven to 350º F. In a mixing bowl, combine baking powder, flour, 2
tbsp brown sugar, and salt. Slowly stir in heavy cream. Mix until doughy.
Sprinkle flour on a cutting board or counter top, and roll out dough for scones.
Using a round cookie cutter (or cup), cut 4 thick circles. Set aside.
In a sauce pan over medium heat, add diced fruit, lemon juice, and the rest of
the brown sugar. Stir frequently until fruit is soft. Set aside.
Grease 4 mini cast iron skillets (or ramekins) with butter or cooking spray.
Divide fruit evenly among skillets. Then top each with a scone circle. Top all
with melted butter and a pinch of turbinado sugar.
Bake until scones are fluffy and golden brown (about 10 minutes). Top with
whipped cream.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes visit www.trinityfruit.com
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Snapshot

With spring upon us, the plethora of available stonefruit varieties are making
their way to vibrant destinations at retail and on to foodservice menus
everywhere with their sweet, tangy offerings and unique flavor profiles.
Stonefruit brings both nostalgia and innovation to the forefront of fresh produce
with its storied presence in childhood memories and popularity in today’s
consumer basket. You can almost smell the sweet-fleshed fruit from here!

Flavor:

Tangy and sweet, develops a richer sweetness as it ripens

Color:

Soft yellow and orange tones, red hints

Season:

End of Apr - mid-Aug

Flavor:

Juicy and sweet

Color:

Ranging from dark purple to deep
red/yellow blends

Season:

Apr - end of Nov
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Flavor:

Very sweet, ranging from sugary to more mild with herbal notes

Color:

Red and orange

Season:

May - end of Oct

Flavor:

Very sweet, ranging from sugary to more mild with herbal tones

Color:

Red and orange, with white and beige coloring

Season:

May - mid-Sep

Flavor:

Fusion of flavors by variety

Color:

Purple, red, spotted white, green, and yellow

Season:

May - Oct
*60 - 75% Plum, 25 - 40% Apricot
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Flavor:

Sweet, tangy, and bright, with aromatic nectar

Color:

Red and orange, with yellow undertones

Season:

Apr - end of Oct

Flavor:

Smooth, sorbet-like sweetness

Color:

Yellow flesh

Season:

End of Apr - end of Sep

Flavor:

Hearty flesh with abundant nectar, long shelf-life

Color:

Soft yellow and orange notes

Season:

End of Apr - May, Jul
*60 - 75% Apricot, 25 - 40% Plum

Flavor:

Similar to white peach

Color:
Varies

Season:
May

SOURCE | INFORMATION PROVIDED By ANDNOWUKNOW AND THE SNACK STONEFRUIT CONTRIBUTORS
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PERI & SONS FARMS

Spring

By

Kayla Webb
one of the oldest produce
categories—a quick
Google search tells
me the bulbous veg has
been around for 5,000 years—onions’
place in the produce aisle is unrivaled,
and their role as a staple in culinary
creations around the world unmatched.
But I have to admit that my onion
variety knowledge is limited to just
that: onions. Luckily for me, one of our
industry’s respected onion-ologists, Peri
& Sons Farms’ Teri Gibson, Director of
Marketing and Customer Relations, was
willing to welcome me to Onions 101,
starting the course off with a variety fit
for spring.

Teri Gibson

Director of Marketing &
Customer Relations
Peri & Sons Farms

“Spring/summer onion varieties are
called ‘short-day’ because they are
planted in the fall and their growing
patterns are matched to days with
shorter periods of sunlight,” Teri
explains to me. “In comparison, fall/
winter onion varieties are called ‘longday’ because they are planted in the
spring and their growing patterns
are matched to long days filled with
sunshine. The differences in growing
times and seed varieties result in varying
onion characteristics.”

These differences are primarily visible
on the skin, with Teri pointing to spring
onions’ thin, light-colored, mottled
skin and winter onions’ thick, opaque,
glossy skin. In addition, spring onions
have a higher water ratio, which makes
them softer. Because of this, spring
onions have a shorter shelf-life during
the months of May through July and a
higher tendency to mark, nick, or bruise.
Winter onions, on the other hand, have
a lower water ratio, making them dense,
firm, and harder to bruise, with a longer
shelf-life during the months of August
through April as a result.
With some basics under my belt, I’m
ready to dive deeper below the soil and
learn about how onions are grown. I ask
Teri if she can share any of Peri & Sons’
spring onion growing tricks, which the
Peri family has been cultivating since
1902, when company President David
Peri’s grandfather emigrated from Italy
to Lockwood, Nevada.
“Over the years, we have put substantial
resources into implementing new
farming techniques and adopting
cutting-edge technologies with the goal
of meeting, and even exceeding, our

...We have put substantial resources into
implementing new farming techniques
and adopting cutting-edge technologies.
–Teri Gibson, Director of Marketing and Customer Relations, Peri & Sons Farms

Family members from left to right: Ami Bowers, David Peri, DJ Peri, Leo Dunham, and Jessica Peri

industry’s sustainable farming standards.
We’re cultivating a sustainable future.
That’s why Peri & Sons is the first
domestic onion-farming operation
to achieve the Sustainably Grown
certification from SCS Global Services,”
Teri shares. “The certification means
we are in accordance with some of the
world’s highest environmental, social,
and economic criteria.”
While Teri does not explicitly divulge
this next trick, it is obvious just from
speaking with her that Peri & Sons’
emphasis on family is its best-kept, but
not exactly secret, secret to farming
onions. Over the course of our brief
conversation, the word “family” has
come up too many times to count, and
even when it is not the main topic of
conversation, its importance to Peri &

Sons wraps around all it does like a hug.
For example, today a fourth generation
of Peris is carrying on Grandfather Peri’s
farming vision and, in the process, is
passing down that pivotal love of the
land to the still-young fifth generation.
Teri herself, while not a Peri by blood,
speaks of her own place in the Peri &
Sons family—a place that she’s held
near and dear for the last ten years.
Prior to joining the produce industry,
Teri’s career began in graphic design
and communications and led to many
years in the marketing and advertising
world. Looking for a change and a new
challenge in 2009, fate ultimately guided
her to Peri & Sons Farms’ doorstep.
“By quirky chance, Pamela Peri reached
out to me for some marketing insight.

I’d known Pam’s family for years and
had always been fascinated by the
Peri family's farming operations, so I
was very excited to be of help,” Teri
reminisces. “Their business was
booming, and they were looking for
someone to develop a comprehensive
marketing plan from the ground
up. What started as an engaging
project ended up as a highly
rewarding second career. When
you love what you do, time flies. I
love the people, the products, and
the work I do to promote it all
and continue the farm’s success,
and I’d be honored to be able to
do this for many more years
to come.”
In addition to the Peri
family’s, and its entire
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Left: David Peri, President/CEO, Peri & Sons Farms
Right: Peri & Sons' onion harvest at Frade Ranch

team's, dedication, one of the main
reasons Peri & Sons has successfully
kept its operations in business for over
a hundred years is that the team isn’t
afraid of funky freshifying onions to keep
up with the times. Specifically, organics
is a trend that few are escaping—onions
included!—and Peri & Sons is digging in
deep to ensure the category as a whole is
adapting to this new landscape.
“More and more consumers are
choosing organic produce as part of an
adherence to a healthy lifestyle and a
growing awareness of the importance of
protecting our natural resources,” Teri
says. “Peri & Sons' organics continually
meet or exceed National Organic
Program standards in accordance
with the USDA's and EU's regulations.
Additionally, our organics program
is right in line with retailers that are
expanding the organic produce sections
of their departments to meet growing
consumer demand.”
With spring underway and organic
spring onions available, Peri & Sons
is kicking off yet another year of its
OnionXpress and Go Organic promotions,
which play on the natural differences
between spring onions and winter onions.
“We’ve found our OnionXpress and Go
Organic promotions to be a good way to
kick off the spring season. It’s the best
time to remind buyers, retailers, and
consumers that as seasons change, so
does the look of produce. Seasonality is
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a good thing; it’s natural and organic,”
Teri notes. “The annual program
seeks to educate, inform, and manage
expectations as we transition out of our
winter storage onions and into our fresh
spring onions. There’s no difference
in taste—the spring onions just have a
different look. Although I do recommend
enjoying spring onions fresh, not overcooked.”
Those familiar with Peri & Sons' spring
onion program know that the annual
promotion is for naught without its
sought-after Go Organic t-shirts, which
Teri tells me really bring the campaign
to life. The company also provides pointof-sale and other materials for retailers
looking to make their spring onion
programs pop.
As we shift gears to talk about how Peri
& Sons ensures consumers are excited
about spring onions, the conversation
turns once more to family. Specifically,
Peri & Sons’ marketing strategies, like
OnionXpress and Go Organic, are a way for
the company to invite new
and old consumers
into

its family dynamic. As a result, the
immediate Peri family drives the farming
operations from seed to store while the
consumer-side of the family keeps onion
talk up all year long.
“We reach out and seek to connect with
consumers through our various social
media channels. We create engaging
information that will help them select
the best produce available. We hope to
increase their enjoyment of fresh organic
produce by providing free recipes, prep
and cooking tips, and increasing their
understanding of onions’ journey from
seed to store,” Teri concludes.
Just like life, onions find a way. As a
category that has found a way into flavor
palates and culinary dishes for the last
5,000 years, I’m thinking that with the
help of Peri & Sons Farms, spring onions
in particular will be finding ways into
families’ homes and hearts for 5,000
more. And onion glad for that, heh?

OFF THE SHELF

A Closer Look at Zespri®
SunGold® Kiwifruit

CLOSE

By Maggie Mead

M

ost people know what
kiwifruit are, but they don’t
really know all that much
about them. They’re fuzzy, green on
the inside (usually), and come from
far-off lands—that’s about it. But
there’s so much more to kiwifruit,
and Zespri® is here to educate
consumers on its striking SunGolds®.
It’s not just the flavor that’s drawing
in customers, but the fruit’s flashy
packaging that features new
graphics aimed to educate shoppers
on the SunGold kiwifruit, including
how to store them, and even more
importantly: how to enjoy them. The
new graphics on the 1 lb clamshell
package feature bright, eye-catching
colors and an image of the SunGold
kiwifruit itself—exposing shoppers
to its lovely yellow flesh, and
encouraging them to grab a spoon
and scoop out the good stuff!
The yellow-fleshed beauties are
sure to capture the eyes and hearts
of consumers, and with the fruit’s
unique flavor, they’ll be clamoring
for them all year-round. Sweeter
than traditional kiwifruit, Zespri’s
SunGolds only get sweeter as they
ripen, making them the perfect
cure to a sugar craving. Though
unique and distinct, the flavor is
also subtle and smooth, so the taste
complements other flavors in a
dish, meaning SunGold kiwifruit can
play nice with salads and salsas, or
parfaits and fancy French tarts.
Zespri SunGold kiwifruit offers
shoppers a sweet treat, packed with
nutrients, and none of the guilt!
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VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

The Importance of

Onboarding
By Snack Contributor Rex Lawrence,
Founder & President, Joe Produce Search

he definition of “pain” for a recruiter—at least
one definition—is working with a client for
a couple of months, going through all the
work, the interviews, the back and forth, and
then finally finding and securing that special
candidate that not only meets or exceeds the
client’s expectations, but fits the company and culture
like a glove...going through all that, and then NOTHING—
no follow through from the employer to secure the
process moving forward. The candidate accepts the offer,
resigns from their current job with maybe a two-week
break before they start the new one...and there is no
follow through from the employer. No real onboarding.
What the heck is onboarding, and why is it important?
Well, if you spend time and/or money to carefully find
the right players for your team, you’ll want to keep them,
right? Of course! But some companies assume, I suppose,
that once hired it’s a done deal, and they can “put out
fires” elsewhere. To make matters worse, the new hire’s
first day and week are not special, filled with getting
acquainted with the company, owners/management,
team, or even the company’s systems and policies.
The company thinks that its first impression happened
at the interview and, by virtue of the actions taken—or
lack thereof—the company’s message is clear: the
honeymoon is over; it’s time to get to work. Let’s go!

While that may work, let’s visit this through a story: After
dating for a couple years, going to nice dinners, vacations,
and other cool outings, a couple gets married. After the
wedding and honeymoon, they return to their home and
lives. To the wife’s surprise, everything is immediately in
the routine of life and years of marriage. Underwear on
the floor, dishes to do, guys over for beer and to watch a
game. The romance is over...and the honeymoon is way
over.
A successful onboarding experience will enhance the
employee’s first and lasting impression, and they’ll stay
there and happier longer.
If you have an HR Department, then PLEASE support
them and their onboarding ideas and efforts. There is a
very sound reason for their actions. As I tell my teenager,
all the time, “Pay me now or pay me later, and ‘later’ is
always much more expensive.” If you do not have an HR
Department or person on your staff, then here are a few
tips to help you KEEP that recent and/or next star hire:

1

2
3
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Reach out to them before their start date
This can be as simple as confirming the start date and
expressing excitement for them to meet the team. It’s
important to keep the lines of communication open,
and this is a way to start off on the right foot.
Make their first day memorable
The first day is the first impression too many
companies forget about. Don’t let them spend it
isolated and feeling like the new kid in school. That
being said, spread out the paperwork! You don’t want
all they remember from day one to be piles of forms.
Keep their schedule structured to start
Structure isn’t a common trait in produce, but it’s
easy to offer while building the foundation. This helps
you, too—one of the hardest parts of hiring is finding
time in YOUR busy day to make sure THEY always
know what to do. Pre-schedule check-ins, such as
once per week the first three months, and then at six
months.

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

An article published in the Harvard Business Review reported that almost 33 percent of new hires start
searching for a new job within six months and 23 percent of new employees leave their job within the
first year. The article suggests that an incoherent onboarding process can leave new employees feeling
frustrated. Unfortunately, research has found that 22 percent of survey participants had no formal
onboarding program. Given the importance of onboarding in relation to the retention of quality employees
and costs savings, it’s critical for business owners to understand what onboarding is and its importance to
their organization.

4
5
6
7
8

Don’t expect new hires to hit the ground running
...Or at least not too fast. Everyone wants to see
instant return on their investment, but it rarely works
that way. So, how is it fair to expect the new person
to immediately fit in like the missing cog in your
operations?
Form a cross-departmental onboarding team
Each department has invaluable information that you
need to keep the business running, and the same
should be considered in showing a new hire how it
works. This helps you cover all your bases and gives
them a strong resource before they have even begun.
Get the whole company involved if possible
For the same reason every department should be
involved in the onboarding process, at least one
knowledgeable employee from each department will
help the newest member more quickly understand
the whole picture they are now a part of.
Set expectations early and often
These should be realistic, as specific as possible, and
with clear deadlines. Give them the opportunity to
rise to the occasion, set goals, and be flexible. Let
them know what your expectations are for the first
week, month, quarter, and year.
Communicate the company’s culture early and
often
This is never as clear as we think it is, and all the
skills in the world will not help a person fit in with a
company if the cultures don’t mesh. The earlier this is
spotted, the better.

9

Allow new hires to give their own feedback
They won’t rip off band-aids because, obviously, they
want this job. But few can point out your company’s
operations from a fresh perspective. Leaving the door
open for this can improve the fundamentals you and
others who have been too close to the business might
miss.

So just because “the honeymoon is over” doesn’t mean
there can’t still be some romance in the relationship. Well,
perhaps not “romance,” but at least it can be healthy and
moving in the right direction. A solid onboarding program
helps keep us on track with that new relationship for
which you’ve invested and have dreams of success—and
ROI. Don’t leave it to chance, but rather design.

Joe Produce Search (JPS) is
the Executive Search division
of Joe Produce®. Joe Produce
Search is comprised of experienced search consultants and
produce professionals. Our
placements range from middle
management to C-level positions, throughout North America, covering a wide range of
produce and produce-related
businesses.

Rex Lawrence

Founder & President
Joe Produce Search℠
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TRUE TO TASTE

Libations

FOR ALL OCCASIONS:

TEQUILA INFUSION
By Robert Schaulis

I

t might be said that the tequila
infusion is the purest, most
produce-packed libation we’ve
ever featured in The Snack
Magazine.

Whether serving as the base of a
craft cocktail or enjoyed straight,
infusions offer a generous dose
of pure fruit flavor and an almost
endlessly permutable set of recipes,
each serviceable as an ingredient
in fancier fare or a delicious standalone beverage.
So how does one infuse? It’s easy.
Step one: Choose your ingredients.
Whether it’s the tropical flavor of
mango with cinnamon or the wellloved liaison of strawberry and
lime, you can customize your flavor
profile to fit any occasion and any
inclination. Take the punchiness of
pineapple, the fulsomeness of fig,
or the smooth sweetness of a ripe
peach—whatever your preference,
each of these offerings can be an
excellent base for your infusion.
Next, simply take your chosen
fruit—along with any herbs, spices,

INGREDIENTS
1 cup desired fresh fruit or
vegetables (strawberries,
pineapple, watermelon, grapefruit,
etc.)
3 cups tequila
Servings: Up to 8 drinks
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veggies, or other complementary
items you choose; pare away skins,
stems, and seeds; and submerge
your produce in a sterile mason jar
of tequila. Blanco, reposado, and
añejo are all fine choices. The first
of these options lends a pleasant
crispness and cleanness to drinks,
and while the barrel-aged flavors of
the latter two might require a more
judicious selection of fresh fruit,
the result can be a heady, sippable
drink suitable for even the most
discerning connoisseur.
Hot tips? Choose a quality 100
percent agave tequila and a
plentiful portion of fruit. Don’t
be afraid to get fanciful with
your flavor combinations. Maybe
branch into veggies—try cucumber
or even jalapeño. Give your
creations cute and colorful names
like “Amortentia” or “Confusing
Concoction.” Live your best life.
Just do so responsibly, because
a tequila that tastes like a ripe
strawberry—I’m sure you can
imagine—may sneak up on you.

DIRECTIONS
1 Wash and prep infusion ingredients (remove stems, peel citrus,
slice watermelon, etc.)

2 Add ingredients to glass container along with tequila, and
screw lid on tightly

3 Let the container sit in a cool location for 3-5 days
4 When tequila is properly infused, strain, re-bottle, and enjoy!

TRUE TO TASTE
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CHEF RYAN SCOTT

A Life In Courses
Chef, father, celebrity—and not necessarily
in that order, depending upon the day—this
California native brings a vibrant and unique
role to the kitchen. From an early age, Chef
Ryan Scott knew his path would lead him into a
world of culinary creativity.
By Jordan Okumura

Ryan Scott, Chef and Entrepreneur, Ryan
Scott Enterprises, in the kitchen of his catering
business in San Francisco, California
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Always playing with his food, Ryan
takes a beat to share his love of produce

I

am three minutes late. Parking
in San Francisco is a challenge,
to put it respectfully, and as I
walk into Bruno’s, a historic
landmark venue nestled in the heart of
San Francisco’s Mission District, I bump
into the photographer for the day’s shoot.
Ryan stepped out to run some errands,
he tells me. I find out, soon enough,
that Chef Ryan Scott counts his days in
seconds—and a three-minute window
means one more opportunity to get
something done.
Right behind me, Ryan walks into
Bruno’s with a cardboard box weighted
against his chest, nearly unfolding in
his arms. His eyes peek over the top of
a carton of buttermilk and columns of
cheese for the day’s orders, along with
a Costco-sized bag of gummy bears
and printer paper. Bruno’s provides a
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location from which he runs his catering
kitchen, allowing him the ease of access
without a storefront to maintain.
What I expect from this well-known chef,
TV culinary heavy-weight, and dynamic
personality is a raised eyebrow and my
defeat. But all he does is put down his
wares on a nearby table, smiles, and
shakes my hand with vigor.
“So, where do we start?” he asks.
And we are off to the races.
Back in the shadows of Bruno’s on this
early winter morning where Ryan runs
his 11-year-old catering company, Ryan
Scott 2 Go, steam rises and a golden light
continues to flicker awake. Two figures
move around the warm wafting air of
the small kitchen, their voices carrying

into the soft corners of the nightclub,
rugged with the weekend’s residue. Ryan
shifts and tells me that if he is going to
tell his story, he wants to tell the truth,
not a version of the truth edited for TV—
but the one that he wakes up to and lives
every day.
“This lifestyle is hard—but rewarding.
I believe most chefs will tell you that.
There are parts, the job aspect of it, that
are a grind. You will trust people you
shouldn’t and find out the hard way, you
will learn the depth of your humility and
grace, and while you will feel prepared,
there will always be hurdles every step
of the way. But if being a chef and an
entrepreneur is built into your DNA, it
will be worth it. This company keeps
the bills paid and the rent coming in by
removing the overhead of what a frontof-the-house operation and a storefront

“I live to work, and I work
to live—but it is not a job
when it is your passion.”
Ryan Scott,

Chef and Entrepreneur, Ryan Scott Enterprises
would potentially
create. This way
the food gets our
attention. It is true
though; I live to
work, and I work
to live—but it is
not a job when it is
your passion. I get
to choose this life
everyday,” Ryan
smiles and says,
slipping around the
back corner of the
kitchen to start up
the grill.

that take place
between the prep
and the plate; just
as important, Ryan
is driven by a need
to understand the
supply chain from
the ground to the
grill—a notion
which deepens
his love for the
California and
American regional
cuisine he creates.

“We are lucky to
have so many
“Catering
artisans, growers,
companies don’t
and farms here
have a face. But
in our backyard
Ryan is partnering with California Strawberries, creating five
don’t knock them.
in California,” he
unique strawberry snacks that will be shared on social media
The cost of goods
says. “Not only
is going up, as well
does the pantry
as labor and packaging—the demand on
stay fully stocked with the most amazing
in the greater San Francisco area. With
growers and farmers and their margins
quality items on the West Coast, but
more ambitious projects on the horizon,
is impacting the way we address the
the seasons create an ever-changing
from a Mexican concept to a multimarket. You have to adapt,” Ryan adds.
revolving door of variety for our plates. I
menu venture under a single roof, Ryan’s
“Some people romanticize or glamorize
enjoy working directly with growers and
errands might demand a few more copies
the life of a chef, restaurant owner, or
food companies to build our menus and
of himself. But, he will deal with that
TV personality, but we still have to
discover the potential of the dishes we
when the “opportunity” arises, as he tells
pay the bills. It is not easy, and if you
put in front of our customers.”
me. Word choice is key for Ryan. You
are not ready to know and understand
choose your outlook on cooking and life,
Take Ryan’s recent work with California
every single aspect of this business, do
he shares.
Strawberries. Ryan is partnering with
not get into it. I am the kind of person
that needs to be involved. All the emails
California Strawberries between April
For someone that travels, at times, 250
come directly to me; I am the operations
and August, creating five unique
days of the year and works six-and-a-half
department; I do the books, the payroll,
strawberry snacks. All snacks will be
days a week, it is a wonder that Ryan
shared on Ryan’s Instagram as well as
run the errands...and I will continue to
can even see straight—let alone, have his
on California Strawberries’ Facebook
do that, for my team and for my family.”
hands in every level of his brand and his
page and website. The fresh produce
operations from the ground up.
Ryan is also the owner of Boom Chicka
lover is sure to shape the plate of many
Cow and a new delivery-only burger/
strawberry lovers out there. So, keep
chicken/vegan burger concept (lunch,
your eyes peeled.
and dinner) and beer/milkshake spot
And it is not just strawberries. As Ryan
named Sweets. He’s also a partner in
But, Ryan’s passion does not just carry
looks to connect more and more with the
Finn Town and numerous other ventures
through the events and the activities

Rooted
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refuses to let her work in his shadow.
“Please, call me Ryan,” he says when I
ask him if he would like to go by Chef
Scott, “because these ladies are the real
chefs.”
Vanessa plays Tetris on a countertop
with Ryan’s supplies and speaks quietly
to another woman, intently focused on
the day’s menu. Anna Delgado, a new
addition to the seasoned team, brings
one and a half years with Ryan to
this small nook of a kitchen where the
company turns over an average of 1.5 to
2 million dollars in revenue each year.

(Above) From left to
right: Anna Delgado,
Ryan, and Vanessa
Sanchez
(Left) Ryan,
Vanessa, and Anna
have an easy-going
rapport that is
priceless in making
the business run
(Opposite) The
perfect burger
requires perfect
balance, in Ryan’s
view, a perfect ratio
of ingredients and
seasoning

source of his ingredients, he is seeking
out producers from all aspects of the
produce spread, from avocados and
lettuce to artichokes and onions. Their
stories inform his own, and he loves the
way that food not only tells a story but
can help others create theirs as well.
“You never know what can happen
over a plate of good food. From one
meal, you could help a couple spawn a
child, cultivate a relationship...maybe
a divorce,” he laughs. “Food touches
people. It is momentous, has memories,
builds memories.”
Ryan’s vision of food articulates balance.
A burger is not just a burger. A salad is
not just a salad. A tomato must be laid
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and sliced in a specific way. The ratio
of onions to ingredients must be precise.
The seasonings must be more than a
second thought. They must be a thought
investment. Maybe this is what makes a
chef a chef. The art is in the details. But,
Ryan also knows that the person behind
the creation counts, and this means
something to him. And he has found his
people.
Ryan’s right hand, Vanessa Sanchez,
has been with him for 10 years now,
beginning as a dishwasher who voiced her
love for cooking. A voice which took her
to Ryan’s catering business, a voice that,
even now in the early morning hours,
lights up the phone lines for lunch. She
shyly ducks behind the scenes, but Ryan

“We are a family here, and I rely on
Vanessa and Anna for their incredible
talent and dedication, as well as their
care and heart for what we do,” Ryan
reflects. “We share the same drive, and
after carrying a passion like this inside
me for a lifetime, I can spot it anywhere.”

Staying the Course
He really does mean a lifetime. At nine,
instead of watching Power Rangers, Ryan
was running home to watch great chefs,
like Martin Yan, on TV.
“On my ninth birthday, I asked for a food
dehydrator, a wok on my tenth birthday,
and when I was 11 or 12, I told my
parents that I wanted to go to culinary
school—if that tells you anything. My
dad was a Raley’s Produce Manager
growing up, so cherry tomatoes,
scallions, kumquats, leeks, and different
varieties of potatoes were what was
cool to me. I have been studying to be a
chef and working professionally since I
was 18, so I guess this is all I have ever
known,” he muses.
Ryan’s beginnings are rooted in
California, a state I do not believe he
could imagine leaving. His family lived
paycheck to paycheck for much of his
childhood, and so he learned from an
early age the value in a meal. He was
raised in Modesto and Oakhurst, and
when the family’s situation appeared it
would hit harder times if a change was
not made, they leveraged their house, put
it up for collateral, and moved to Los
Banos to open a restaurant. Though his
parents’ marriage soon saw its end, and
the presence of food and the industry
that Ryan loves played a part in that, he
tells me that through those times—both

“Food touches people.
It is momentous,
has memories,
builds memories.”
good and bad—food has remained a
constant and telling teacher.

spent time as a brand ambassador for
Healthy Choice.

Cooking became a refuge for Ryan and
also a source of joy. I believe we all find
our way in the world in different ways,
and Ryan found his through cooking.
He made the table a place where his
creativity thrived.

Ryan’s life is not a story of numbers, but
if I could throw a few at you, he has over
150 regular guest appearances on NBC’s
The Today Show, over 40 appearances
on the Rachael Ray Show, and has been a
frequent special guest on Spike TV’s Bar
Rescue. Ryan is a two-time Emmy Awardwinning host of Food Rush on ABC’s Live
Well Network and currently hosts the
nationally syndicated Ryan Scott Show on
KGO 810 in his spare time, which he
has done for over five years alongside
superstar guests Pat Monahan, Jon
Taffer, Rachel Ray, and Richard Blais.

“But, let’s not reinvent the wheel,” he
laughs. “Let us just be smarter and more
attentive to how we do it. What we put
on the plate matters.”
Every line he speaks is like its own
individual story, and before I have
accumulated the history of each, before
I even assume a punchline might be
coming, he is onto the next. Truly this is
how the events of his life seem to shake
out, a controlled creative chaos where he
sits—in the eye of the storm.
As you can tell, Ryan has come a long
way since his days in Modesto, Oakhurst,
and Los Banos, and he has been far from
a passive participant in his own journey.
Ryan graduated from the California
Culinary Academy, and after completing
an externship with Reno, Nevada’s,
Ferrari Carano family, and apprenticed
under such chefs as Charlie Trotter,
Alan Wong, Peter Merriman, and
Suzanne Goin, he found himself settling
in San Francisco in late 2001. There he
would obtain a degree in Baking, Pastry,
and Wedding Cake Design. Ryan joined
the ranks of the lauded Restaurant Gary
Danko, where he remained for four years
before moving on to Myth Café, which
was named a “Top Dining Destination”
by San Francisco Magazine during his
tenure. Ryan also brought national
recognition to Mission Beach Café by
way of Bravo TV’s Top Chef, where he is
now a frequent guest. The chef has also

Ryan published his first cookbook, ONE
TO FIVE: One Shortcut Recipe Transformed
into Five Easy Dishes in 2016, with a
foreword written by his good friend
Rachael Ray. The chef is currently
wrapping up his second book coming
this year—fingers crossed.
So what grounds this intrepid traveler
and culinary storyteller? Ryan’s wife
Lesley, his new daughter Olive, and his
two dogs, Pumpkin and Teddy.
“Everything changed after Olive,” he
says, “...the way I experience time, what
comfort means to me—all of it. Now,
I get to cook for her. I get to help her
experience the world through food and
put these little bits of life in her hands.
She makes food more vibrant and more
exciting than I could ever have known
this experience could.”
Ryan settles into a chair, scratches the
back of his head and smiles.
“It comes full circle, doesn’t it?”
Yes, yes it does.
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WTF

DelFrescoPure®
LivingCube™ Living Lettuce

DO I DO WITH						 ?
{ what the fork }

D E L F R E S CO P U R E ® L I V I N G C U B E ™ L I V I N G L E T T U C E W R A P S

INGREDIENTS
1 package LivingCube™ Living Lettuce:
Butter Blend
1 package YES!Berries Your Everyday
Snack!™ strawberries, washed and sliced
1 package LivingCube™ Basil
Microgreens
1 log crumbled goat cheese
Balsamic glaze, to drizzle

Prep Time: 15 min
Servings: 4
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DIRECTIONS

1
2
3

Carefully wash and spin-dry produce. Lay lettuce flat on serving tray.
Cut strawberries into fine pieces from top to bottom and fan them out on top
of the lettuce. Top with basil microgreens.
Sprinkle goat cheese and drizzle balsamic glaze on top.
Cooking Tips: Use a variety of different microgreens or add different kinds of
cheese for a slightly different flavor mix.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes visit www.delfrescopure.com
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GIUMARRA COMPANIES

By Anne Allen
alph Waldo Emerson was the first to say, “Enthusiasm
is the mother of effort, and without it nothing great
was ever achieved.” For the Giumarra Companies
team, greatness comes in the form of a new variety,
Lemonade™, an apple whose very name inspires images
of sunshine, summertime, and freshness. And it’s this
freshness, a freshness in the very category even, that made the
effort on Lemonade’s behalf worth it.
I spoke with Gary Caloroso, Regional Business Development
Director; Jason Bushong, Wenatchee Division Manager; and
Megan Schulz, Director of Communications, to learn more about
the beginnings of this unique apple.
Introducing a new variety takes time—in the case of Lemonade,
about five years’ worth of time—and enthusiasm is a necessary
ingredient when it comes to revitalizing and strengthening the
apple category. As the exclusive supplier of Lemonade, Giumarra
began marketing these specialty apples from New Zealand for
Johnny Appleseed LTD and has recently purchased the North
American rights to the variety so that the company can grow it
in the States. Traditionally made by cross-breeding Gala and
Braeburn varieties, Lemonade earned its name because of its
bright, lemon-y appearance.
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The people have spoken, and
they love Lemonade™ Apples!

Lemonade™ Apples and nut butter make a
great fiber- and protein-rich combination

As Giumarra tested the way the apple would hold up during
the trip from New Zealand to North America, Lemonade
continued to pass through other hurdles. Were its trees growerfriendly? Check. Does it yield well for growers? Check. Does it
have good storage and shelf-life characteristics? Check. While
Lemonade continued to prove its worth, the company knew that
it needed to get the word out about this yellow apple.
“We want Lemonade to be one of those products that consumers
are constantly talking about, however they might be using it,”
Megan explains to me. “We already know that apples are one
of the top fruit categories that consumers purchase. With a
category that’s already a staple, we wanted Lemonade to stand
out as a treat, one whose eating attributes make the apple shine.”
But Lemonade, she assures me, needn’t be boxed into one
specific camp. With a name that screams,“@Beyoncé in your
IG tags,” it’s an apple that I predict will begin showing up
everywhere on social media. Cue lemon emojis raining down
from the skies!
“Having something in the yellow apple category was exciting to
us, because there aren’t too many new yellow varieties,” Jason
says. “For retailers, first and foremost, Lemonade provides a
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color break on their displays. You’re always going to have a
green apple space, and you’ve got this massive bi-color space.
The color break helps catch the eye of the consumer.”
Jason continues, stating that, “With Lemonade’s dense cell
structure, it can take a little bit more handling. This translates
to lower shrink, which retailers might not be used to with
a more traditional yellow apple. With Lemonade, you get
the sweetness of the Gala and the tartness of the Braeburn.
Consumers remember that taste. On top of the visual
stimulation with the bright yellow color, it’s a fantastic eating
experience, which helps capture repeat rings at the register,
sustaining the variety for many years to come.”
Experience, as we all know, is the name of the game in the
produce world, as more and more companies strive to center
their products around the way they make consumers feel. People
want to be wowed by their fruits and veggies as they seek out
new and exciting flavors. For Giumarra, this is only a matter of
course.
“Some people want a striking apple that they can photograph
for social media, some people want a delicious snacking apple
that they can eat out of hand, some people want to throw it in

“

We want Lemonade to be one of
those products
that consumers are
constantly talking
about, however they
might be using it.

Lemonade™ Apples in a
New Zealand orchard

”

–Megan Schulz, Director of Communications,
Giumarra Companies

a dessert or new recipe, and some people are buying it for their
kids—because what kid is going to turn down a Lemonade
apple?” Megan asks.
Appealing to both adults and children, Lemonade’s firm, yet
juicy crunch is freshness magnified. Giumarra’s New Zealand
crop provides apples during the summer and is swiftly
transported to the United States so consumers can enjoy their
snappy crunch by the pool. Giumarra is also working with
domestic growers to help solidify a fall and winter North
American crop, so consumers who fell in love with Lemonade
in July can continue to use the apple in their holiday
meals.

depends on the community; for some smaller retail
chains, they may have more flexibility when it comes
to programs and campaigns. For other communities,
word-of-mouth marketing is enough; for others still, it
might be that social media advertising has the biggest
impact.”

Gary chimes in, letting me know that Giumarra offers
customized marketing support for its retail partners as well, be
it display contests or in-store demonstrations. That fantastic
eating experience, though? Still the key.
Although the apple itself took several years to make it to market,
the obvious enthusiasm and effort will have it front and center
in the category. I daresay that Beyoncé herself might will it so!

With larger volumes now available—and consumers clamoring
to find the apple in nearby retailers—Giumarra continues to
laser in on expansion, particularly on the West Coast.
“As we’re moving forward with the variety, we’ve been working
on a select number of tactics to help spread the word about
Lemonade,” Megan shares with me when we began to dial into
the specifics of a marketing campaign for the new variety. “It
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OFF THE SHELF

Anne’s
Picks
SEPC’S
SOUTHERN
EXPOSURE 2019

ANNE ALLEN, SENIOR WRITER

S

urrounded by the
warmth and soul of
those in the produce
industry, I wandered
the show floor of this year’s
Southern Exposure with
a happy heart—and a full
belly. With so many standout
booths and a veritable
menagerie of fresh produce,
it was nearly impossible to
narrow it down to just five
picks. Read on to see what
stood out to this writer!
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DelFrescoPure® LivingCube™ | Have you ever
bought lettuce and forgotten about
it? I certainly have. I’ve returned three
days later to wilted leaves and a heavy
heart. But we forgetful shoppers no
longer need to worry about such a
calamity. DelFrescoPure’s LivingCube
features lettuce with the roots still
attached; once they’re in your shopper’s
fridge, they won’t wilt! The added benefit
of having the roots attached is that
consumers can even remove the crisper
bag, set the tray on the counter, and add water to
watch it grow!
Ippolito International Royal Brussels
Sprouts™ | Long gone are the days when
people reviled the dreaded Brussels sprout.
We’ve ushered in a new era in which the
veggie reigns, and I’m a huge sucker for
these purple bulbs. Sauté them with bacon
and onions and I won’t eat anything else for
about a week. Conveniently pre-packaged,
these bulbs will look amazing as a produce
display and will soon find their way onto
consumers’ dinner tables. Since shoppers
won’t have to worry about wrestling the
bulbs off the stalk, they’re one step closer to
making dinnertime magical.

2

Red Sun Farms Sweetpops | We all know that we
must bow down to the snacking gods, and why
not present them with Red Sun’s Sweetpops
as an offering? Refreshingly sweet and
juicy, these little guys pack a huge flavor
punch! It’s impossible to stop munching
on them as soon as you’ve started. Once
they pop in your mouth, there’s no going
back. The fun packaging is convenient in
size and has a peel and reseal top, allowing
tomato customers to eat at their leisure and
gear up for the tastebud adventure they are
about to embark on. Consumers are sure to find
them as enchanting as I did, mark my words!

3

Highline Mushrooms Top Seal
Packaging | Are mushrooms taking
center stage in the veggie aisle? They
very well could be with the help of
Highline Mushrooms’ package trays. With
updated packaging, the latest product
from Highline Mushrooms continues
to show off the goods. Seeing those
gorgeous mushrooms—some already
sliced!—consumers will be hard-pressed
to turn away from creating their very own
plant-based meal.

4

CMI Orchards Apple Flavors of the
World | The Great Wall of China,
Macchu Picchu, the Roman
Colosseum—all of these have nothing
on CMI’s box of apple treasures!
CMI is celebrating the homelands
of consumers’ top apples, such as
Ambrosia Gold™, KIKU®, Kanzi®,
Smitten®, Jazz™, Envy™, and Pacific
Rose™. Your tastebuds will wind
through the homelands of these
varieties, such as Italy, Belgium, Canada,
and New Zealand. Who knew the produce
aisle could become a tourist destination?

5

In our April issue of The Snack, we explored how to boost
blueberry sellers’ bottom lines with the experts themselves.
Now, we get behind what the numbers have to say. Explore
the fine print of this rising category, and see why North
America seems to have the blues in all the best ways...
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*Volume accounts for both conventional and organic blueberries
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Sources: U.S. Highbush Blueberry Council, Nielsen U.S. Scan

*Volume accounts for both conventional and organic blueberries
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